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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO,

ANOTHER FIRE
AT WILLIAMS

ingly executet any order, for the account of any organization, firm or inKILLED
dividual engaged in the business of
dealing in differences on the fluctuations on the market price of any commodity or corporate stock, without a A Fatal
Trolley Accident at
bona fide contract for the sale and purchase of the same for all actual deNewark, N. J,
livery, shall be deemed guilty of proceedings inconsistent with Just and
equitable principles of trade, which
renders him unworthy to be a mem-le- r BOLD ROBBERS lit LOS ANGELES
of teh exchange, and upon complaint and conviction he shall be
Springfield, Ohio, Visited by a Cost-

CHILDREN

1

Saloons All In a Row
Now Out of
RATON THE SCENE OF A BLOODY CRIME
A

Tilt' ItS DAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY

An American Noblewoman.

ly

London, Feb. 19. Word comes from
Cairo this week that among the most
prominent
members of the Anglo-Saxocolong there at the present
time are Sir Lewis and Lady Moles-worth- .
Lady Molesworth was Miss
Jane Frost of St. Louis, and was married to Sir Lewis in 1870. She was,
and still is, a good looking and very
attractive woman. In English socie
ty she has the reputation of being a
striking representative of the clever
cultured woman of the day, as well as
the smart and pretty society butterfly.
Lady Molesworth was one of the first
of the long 1'ne of charming Americans who, during the last thirty years
or more, have captured the hearts,
coronets, and titles of not a few distinguished Englishmen.

Murderous Brakeman Handles His Gun
Another Serious Affray.

n

Conflagration,

AMES

NEW

IN

HAMPSHIRE

11),

TERRITORIAL
W IW A KERB

passengers declare they could Identify
the robbers. If arrested.
Given a Judgship.

Washington. Feb. 19. John K, Rich
ards, solicitor general, has been selected by the president to be circuit
judge of the Sixth circuit to succeed
William R. Day. who will be appointed
to the supreme court, vice Justice
Shiras, n signed.
SPRINGFIELD,

NUMBER 384

1903

Day's Doings
of Legislature.

Twenty-Fir- st

OHIO FIRE.

Costly Blaze, in Which a Theater Was

Destioyed.
Springfield, Ohio, Feb. 19. Fire ear
ly today destroyed the new building of
the Young Men's Christian asociation,
the Fountain Square theater and several. adjacent buildings, causing a loss
of $250,000, with Insurance of
The falling of one wall of the
theater crushed Mntholland's jewelry
store adjoining and buried three men.
They were soon rescued, having leen
sheltered by one wall that was not
crushed. One was painfully Injuren,
but will probably recover. The firemen
suffered severely from the Intense cold.

BILLS PASSED IN COUNCIL AND HOUSE:

Both Houses Pushing Matters and Doing
Good Work for Territory.

two-third-

Newark, N. J., Feb. !!. Kun- ning almost at full speed a train
Special to The Citizen.
The committee on municipal and pribureau of animal industry, to make a
Special to The Citizen.
on the Delaware. Lackawanna &
Fe,
N. M.. Feb. 19 Both vate corpo'rations unfavorably reported
Santa
thorough
investigation.
M
19.
Williams
Williams, Ariz., Feb.
Western railroad crashed Into a
houses passed the bill locating the or- hotiBe bill No. 71.
Dr. Shaw is row in the neighborhood
trolley car loaded with pupils on
lias Buffered from another fire which
Under Introduction of new bills,
phans asylum at Belen.
reported
outbreak. Pending his
high
way
school
this
to
the
broke out in the rear of Alex. Oils- - cl the
their
A canvass of the house shows a ma house bill No. 106 was offered by Mr.
report
entry
of
live
stock
from
the
night,
Tuesday
or
children
morning.
Eight
nine
holm's saloon at 11:30
jority against the division of Bernalillo Pendleton, an act to amend section
There
were killed. At least fifteen were
and is thought to lie of incendiary Mexico has been interdicted. govern1504 of the compiled laws of 1897, relcounty.
official
no
to
advices
this
tire
Injured, some so badly that it is
origin.
AMES.
ative to abandoned children. Referred
Indijate the presence of the
The
will
accident
they
die.
All but two buildings on Front street, ment to
feared
rca- to judiciary committee.
aimr day. wkdnkbday,
on th-- Mexican border.
The Crooked Chief Magistrate of Min
occurred at the Clifton avenue
between First and Second, were de- disease
ItUARY tm. 1903.
House bill No. J07 Is by Mr. Bowie,
crossing, long noted as a bad spot.
neapolis in a Bad Fix.
stroyed.
Diplomatic Relations Resumed.
act to amend the law relating to
an
The Council.
Concord. N. H., Feb. 1H. Requisition
The trolley car wag one of the
By the aid of C. E. Boyces private
Berlin, Feb. 19. It is announced offthe reissue of lost certificates of stock.
Session.)
(Morning
stoVped
Ames,
papers
case
was
in
North
of
which
special
the
vehicles
the
"water system the blaze
icially here that diplomatic relations
The council was called to order by Referred to committee on municipal
of Minneapolis, were honored by Gov
Jersey Street Railway company
brick of A. Tetzlaff between Germany and Venezuela have
when the
Chaves at 10:20 o'clock. and private corporations.
President
ernor Hatchelder after a hearing to
runs between 8 and 9 o'clock five
was reached.
been renewed. The new minister, Herr
House bill No. 108 Is by Mr. Mclvers,
St. Joh's, N. F Feb. 19. The Newday. It Is considered doubtful if the Prayer was offered by Rev. W. It. Dye. an act to prohibit the storing of exmornings In the week for the spe- Loss is as follows: John H. t.oosly, Pelldram, will sail for Caracas imme- foundland legislature met and organapproved.
was
The
and
read
Journal
by
high
will
of
Ames
Joe
physical
occupied
admit
of
condition
building, $1.2"0,
clal accommodation
diately.
ized today.
The session Is likely to
A recess of ten minutes was taken so plosives in specific places. Referred to
ol an attempt to take him to Minneschool pupils. It was crowded
Burke, saloon; no insurance.
nordinary
attract
more
tha
attention
committees might meet. When the committee on mining.
that
apolis. He is at the home of his sister
with young men and women from
James Kennedy, building, $1,200, inELKS' OPERA HOUSE.
owing to the action to be taken on the
House bill No. 109 Is by Mr. Llewrecess
was over, council bill No. 72
the
&
H.
quesN.
by
occupied
Some
city.
parts
$500,
Saniora
Hancock.
at
all
of
the
surance
Bond-Haellyn, an act to define asault. Referred
treaty.
by
Spiess,
to
Mr.
an
was
act
Introduced
crossing
A Few More Facts About the Coming
tlon as to whether both
Bros.' saloon, no insurance.
amend the law relating to peddlers. to the judiciary committee.
gates were down when the car
Play House.
Andrew Johnson, liquor store, $1,200,
WAVE,
GOLD
House bill No. 110 is by Mr. Llew
Referred to the committee on terriand train approached the cross- insurance $700.
Frank McKee, a prominent member NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
ellyn, an act to amend section 1067 of
affairs.
torial
occumotorbuilding,
$1,000,
The
same
Taber,
ing
time.
at the
James
of the Elks' opera house building com
Mr. Martinez presented council joint the compiled laws of 1897, relating to
pied by M. Bryant, saloon, no insur- mittee, said this morning that the
man saw the train and put on the
No. 10, providing for pay- the manner ot Inflicting the death
resolution
ance.
Intense Suffering Reported Along the
brakes with all forca. The car,
building of the new opera house was Quay's Resolution Goes
employes.
ment
of
Referred to the penalty.
however, slid upon the Icy tracks
T. A. Fleming, building, $1.0u0, occu- now assured. The Elks' are In a posiHouse bill No. Ill Is by Pedro San
on
finance.
committee
in
projected
platform
Potter,
Wabash
Indiana.
pied by Alex. Chisholm and Ed
until the front
Anxious About Treaties.
tion to push the building of their
chez, by request to amend sections
com
was
recess
Another
taken
that
over the tracks. A moment later
saloons, no insurance.
house to completion without de3694. 8695. 37i-and 3701 of the com
mittees might meet.
A. Tetzlaff, building. $1,200, insur- lay.
the crash came. The pilot of the
They have already advertised
piled
laws ot 1897, relating to the board
chairmanBy
consent
unanimous
the
platform
engine
the
front
ance, $850, occupied by N. Y. Kitchen, for bids for the stone work. Including
struck
ZERO WEATHER IN CLEVELAND.
FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE.
ship of the committee on irrigation of medical examiners. Referred to the
no insurance.
and tipped the car over. The pu- the excavation of the basement and
was transferred from Mr. Hawkins to Judiciary committee.
pils were precipitator 'tinder the
All the frame buildings and several the laying of the foundation. As soon
House bill No. 64 was unfavorably
other shacks burned.
wheels 6f the engine. To some
New York, Feb. 19. The cold wave Mr. Jaramlllo.
as the stone work is finished they In
by the committee on agrireported
Washington, Feb. 19. In the senate
recess,
Mr.
Jaramlllo,
from
After the
Nearly all contents were saved. The tend to advertise for bids for the con today, the Quay
death came Immediately. Others
which followed the Bnow storm of the
A miculture and manufacturing.
declaring
resolution,
favorably
Irrigation,
on
the
committee
N
no
fire was only controlled because of
lingered a moment In fearful
struction of the building.
first of this week brought the coldest
It to be the sense of the senate that a
56, an act ro nority report was presented against it
No.
bill
hotiBe
reported
wind. All stores and goods are safe.
agony. The dead and Injured chilThe only obstacle which is likely to vote on the statehood bill be taken
weather this city hag experienced in
latlng to the distribution of water. It on the ground that .ts provisions are
theater-goerAlbuquerque
prevent
dren lay In all directions. The
four years. At 8 o'clock the weather was assigned
covered by existing laws. It Is the
prior to Mar?h 2, went over until to
to its regular course.
BLOODY RATON.
from enjoying the comforts of a nice morrow.
motorman's skull was ..fractured.
bureau reported the thermometer reg
It wag recommitted
com- exemption bill.
Judiciary
Spiess,
the
Mr.
from
opera
ly appointed
house by the first
It Is thought he wli. die.
istered a temperature of 2 degrees
to the committee on motion ot Mtw
making
bill
The
port
Pass
a
Sabine
bill
reported
favorably
council
mittee,
Rampage
A Santa Fe Brakeman on the
of next October, will be the inability of entry in Texas, which has
A Sickening Sight.
alove the lowest since 1899.
caused N
No. 22, an act relating to the tune of Gutierrez.
Wright' Accidental Victims.
of contractors to secure the necessary
The sight was a sickening one. N
The committee on military affairs
considerable discussion In the senate
and terms of justices of the
election
Destitution.
Intense
material.
bulletins
Special to The Citizen.
Mutilated bodies were scattered
unfavorably reported house bill No. 35,
heretofore, w3 considered for a time.
were
peace,
rules
as
The
amended.
high
19.
Ind.,
Feb.
The
Vineenncs,
In every direction. The uninjured
relating to the burial of indigent sol
Baton, N. M Feb. 19. Last evening
On motion of Mr. Bailey the bill was
water which has turned to Ice and the suspended and the bill was passed.
Carnation Society Show.
carried the injured children to
diers,
as its provisions are covered by
at 5:30, City Marshal Robert Kruger
so
as
apply
to
only
amended
to
Texas
a
12:40
took
cuoncll
then
at
The
Litter cold has brought intense destituNew York, Feb. 19. The recently
places of temporary
near-bbill
a
which has already passed the
and Rube Davis, colored, were shot
The
over
bill
went
without
action.
In scores of recess until ?:30.
society
N refuge. The trolley car could not V tion and much suffering
council and is now pending in the
and wounded, the former seriously and formed Americanin Carnation
senate,
Then
12:20
the
went
Into
of
In
south
liottoms
Wabash
Brooklyn
today
at
houses
the
opened
a show
be stopped, although the motor- (Afternoon Session.)
house. Mr. Bowie, the author of the
the latter perhaps fatally, by W. It,
here. Thousands of acres of land
which millionaires from all over the executive session to consider the
man appeared to make frantic ef- was called to or bill, moved that the bill be tabled inPitzer, a Santa Fe brakeman.
council
When
the
treaty.
Colombian
canal
which last week were under water are
forts to do so. Polic eman Stuckey,
Pitzer, a few minutes before the country are competing with each other
der this afternoon, Mr. Jaramlllo asked definitely and this was done.
now covered with Ice and many homes
shooting, had stabbed in the neck one and with the commercial florists for
who was a witness of the accl- The committee on territorial affairs
The National House.
unanimous consent to take up house
are entirely surrounded by It. The bill No. f6, an act relating to the dls reported house bill No.l with the recdent, said the trolley car had pro- Merritt, a saloonkeeper In East Raton prizes for growing the best species of
Washington,
19.
pre
Feb.
Without
Wabash river continues to rise and add trlbution of water. It was read in full ommendation that It do not pass. It U .
Davis, the colored man, saw the deed carnations. So numerous are the ex- liminary business today, the house
Jected about four feet over the
hibits that two of the largest halls In
to the destruction in the desolate disd
was
struck.
There
track
it
and hurried to find the marshil.
when
and the council then went Into com' the coal oil Inspection bill and
proceeded with the consideration of
trict. The farmers are fighting with mittee of the whgle. The bill was read
Finding the latter, the two started Brooklyn, the Art Gallery and the the naval appropriation bill.
N were alxmt twelve hildren on the
indvttnltely,
Brooklyn Asociation hall, are required
Impossible to
for the scene of the cutting when they
front platform. It is not known N hunger and cold. It Is
by sections and minor amendments
The rommlttee o military ttffatr
to accommodate the exhibition. Prom.
.... iYW-uin,
send relief in a portion of the districts, were made.
hampered the mo- met Pitzer on the depot
they
whether
.ucu
STATEHOOD
ADVOCATES
report
among
council bill
are
inent
the
exhibitors
by
Thomas
water
and
are
locked
as the roads
Passengers
The latter begun to shoot, the first
movements.
torman's
were
iuftBv .,o. C, provlci'ug ro'r the burial of indiWhile the amendment!
,
ice.
of
shot hitting the colored man in the W. Law son, of Boston; H. L. Twom-bly- , They Intend to Put Bill as Rider on
screams
on the train heard the
they were merely ot
grammatical gent soldiers. The report was adopted
of Chicago; H. McK.
side, near the h.ip
the children before the train
Panama Canal Treaty.
nature. The bill Vas amended 80 as to oil motion of Mr. Bowie, and under u
New
York,
DietThe
Ohio
of
Charles
F.
River.
and
Kruger then pulled his gun and he
struck the ca r As an illustration
o Into effect Immediately after becom- pension of tb rul- -,
Washington, Feb. 19. There Is
rich, of Milbrook, N. Y. The exhibition
Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 19. The Ohio
e ,,, was nan.
and Pitzer exchanged several shots.
of the force of the collision, the V river
Th--e
among
movement
on
will
come
some of the
ing
to a close tomorrow night.
at
rising
today
poiut
committee
stopped
this
reported
the
Imotisly
passed.
Kruger was shot In the mouth, the
:t of the trolley car was
friends of the statehood bill jn th S front
and it Is predicted the danger line will bill favorably and It was passed unaniCristoval San,h.cz moved o
bullet coming out at the neck and also
V
senate
to
couple
"
MAGAZINE
EXPLOSION.
the
fortunes
of that
1.111 No, 01,
be reached If thn present zero mously.
,
house
received a flesh wound in the siide.
i.ibm,
relating to the re- down the rem..
the two V
measure with those of the Panama
; r.
continue,.
.....
The situation Is
tr.u
Pitzer received flesh wounds In the Four Workmen Killed,
went, into a com ..... ml j.
i iie coniiiiuiec
n.
toT
tne- capture ana
no.
iiaca
Six Badly canal treaty and make the ratification
and
uai
breast and arm; ont serious.
srioiiS from Evansville to Cairo, mittee of the whole to consider coun return to Santa Fe of Jose
more
Telles, who
Injured.
Killed and Injured.
of the one depend on the passage of
cil substitute for cuncll bill No. 2 and escaped from the Jail,
Marshal Kruger Is regting easy and
under suspenThe killed Miss Lohenburg,
New York, Feb. 19. The navy the other. The details of the plan
Terrible at Cleveland.
will recover.
considering this when the New sion of the rules. This was agreed to
was
Maude Baker, Emily Weinbach,
Cleveland, Ohio, Feb.
The negro's wound may prove fatal magazine at Fort Lafayette exploded have not come to light fully, but it is
Mexican went to press. The bill pro- and them Mr. Ortega wanted to amend- Emily
E. Sholl. Evans S. East- this
understood
afternoon,
killing
bureau reported 5 below early tinfiiyi vides for the expenses of the terri- so
that
the
'.
four
scheme
workmen,
Is
to
Merritt's cut is nut serious.
that the name of Jaramlllo, who aswood, Jr.. aged 2r, skull fractured,
while down on the street In many torial board of education.
Pitzer is In jail. He attempted to und injuring six. Fort tafayette is menace the treaty by delay until an
Baca, should appear in the bill.
sisted
lidied
hospital;
Mabel
at
agreement
Karsc
one
ti
of
to
fifty-twold
cases
on
the
vote
8
was
fortifications, and is
it
the statehood
from to below. A
.shoot Deputy Sheriff Frank Hill when
The
was tabled on motion
amendment
ner,
E.
bill
Mueller,
can
Edith
be secured.
Faulks.
mile gale last night, combined with
None of the
Tha House.
the latter arrested him, but was pre- - situated at the entrace to the narrows
of Mr. Sanchez. The bill was then
Miss Webb; young girl believed
on
supporters
statehood
Iiig
Island.
is
will
It
temperature,
extremely
the
low
reported
admit
(Morning
that
caused
)
that
t.y
Session
Rod O Connor, who gral.U'd
, vented
passed.
to
Miss E. Knight, died In the
but little damage to property resulted this is the purjiose, but one of the
much suffering. The railroads continue
The house was called to order about
his pistol arm.
A message from the council announccity
hospital:
most
prominent
Rosebud
the
Cohen
reof
be
on
accident.
them
hampered
by weather conditions. 10:15 and after roll call, prayer was
frm
The cause of the
to
the
publican side r.f the chamber admitted
The injured Helen McCord,
explosion is not known.
Another Affair.
offered by the chaplain. The Journal ed the passage of council substitute for
Tillle Geraghty, Mina Bull, MarOnly the day before the night mar
that such Is the tendency.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
was read and approved. The commit council Joint resolution No. 4. Crls-tovMinnesota Editors.
garet Camnierfonl. serious; MinSanchez tried to have It referred
shal of Raton, Frank Wright, was
on enrolled and engrosed bills re
tee
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 19. The Minto a special committee, but failed.
A Warning to Prevent a Hot Water ported
MEANS BUSINESS.
nie Lyttle. Fannie Nevlous, Viola,
threatened by a drunken man. Wright
bill
No.
3",
house
properly
en
111.; Frederick
House resolution No. 4 was favoraLiinlsley, Marlon
followed him into a saloon and at nesota Editorial association is holding
Immersion.
grossed.
bly reported by the committee on pritempted to search the man for weap Its annual meeting here with an at- The President Will Call Extra Session N Pric e, unknown girl, likely to die.
Editors
Citizen:
The committee on education unfav
tendance the largest In the history of
vate corporations. It requests inforOsc ar Hare-liftems. I lie man resisted
of Gladstone, en- If Treaties are Not Ratified.
and Wright the
Albuquerque. N. M., Feb. 19. Please orably reported house bill No. 59, an
association's
yearly
meetings.
The
mation from the territorial secretary
gineer
on
cut
train,
him
of
struck
the head with his six.
head
'out
Washington,
19.
act
Feb.
to
county
require
young
President
Inform
the
school
gentleman,
sunerin
who was
regarding corporations doing businessg
and bruised.
shooter. The stroke discharged the initial session was held In the rooms Roosevelt will call an extraordinary
give
trying
to hide himself last night by tendents to
official bonds.
The in New Mexico.
gun and the bullet wounded two men, of the Commercial club today and was (Session of th" senate of the FiftyIt was adopted.
leaning across a picket fence, while he same committee unfavorably reported
Council bill No. CO, the distric t atJoe
and P. J. Allen each being devoted to papers and discussions dal- - eighth congrcfe.4, unless both the Pana
was
37
No.
house
bill
niakine
provisions
a
as
dates
its
with
wo
are
certain
torney bill relating to Colfax and
PASSENGERS HELD UP.
siiot through the right arm aa they ing with various matters In which the ma canal and the Cuban reciprocity
man, that he came very near being included in house bill No. 87. House
were reaching out to play the wheel. newspaper fraternity is particularly treaties are ratified at the present
bill No. 7, an act abolishing the office L'liion counties was referred to thq
Bold, Bad Men Get in Their Work at sprinkled with hot water from the hose
Allen's arm was badly shattered at the interested. This evenine the vlsitine session. The pie.-ideAmeude.I
made this de
of tlie laundry. Such a public trysting of county school superintendent, was committee on Judiciary.
Los Angeles.
elbow, and McOrath received a serious
-e- ra, senators today.
place is not conducive to good health, also unfavorably reported. House bill council bill No. 31, an act to grade ami
tertained
at
a
Angeles,
Los
party
Feb.
19.
theater
Cab,
unTwo
flesh wound.
There is considerable
and he made It as emphatically and
for It is too close to hubby, and the No. CO, an act to provide for the com improve stre 'U and assess the cost
feeling against Wright, who was arunequivocally as he was capable of masked men last night held up and neighbors object.
Blow at Bucket Shops.
pensatlon of the enumerators of per against abutting property, was referred
rested, and the city may be defendant
New York, Feb. 19. The future ex making it. It is deemed likely by of- robbed a car load of passengers on the
sons
of school age, was reported with to the committee on munic ipal corpora
AN
OBSERVER.
Los Angeles Pasadena
electric line.
in the suit for damages.
tions. Amended counc il bill No. 32, an
istence and operations of bucket shops ficials of the administration ami by Thirty-twme
Note The above note, written on
lecoiumenuauon
that it pass as act relating to
passengers, half women,
In this section is believe,! in. ,i...1,n.i ! n'anv senators that both tre aties will
condemnation proceedamended.
a
postal
was
card,
received
at
The
,,e ratIfleJ oefore- - March 4, but the forced at the point of revolvers, give
ings for cities, was referred to the
CATTLE DISEASE.
In a large measure on
The
committee
on
office
morning,
pubCitizen
this
is
the vote to be '
stock
and
and
stock
same
Council bill No. 67,
y 'al"',at'on is up valuablt-- amounting to $.iU to $7m. lished as a warning to the
1
tanen t.y the Produce Exchange today
aforesaid raising favorably reported house joint relatingcommittee.
Deadly Foot and Mouth Plague Re- on a proposed
The men then disappeared in the darkto
repeal
of the section of
the
i. .. regarded l.y the president as so ur- amendment
memorial
2,
No.
relating to drift
ness. John W. (lay. one of the passen- young gentleman. To be immersed
ported in Mexico.
the present laws on tile crime of as
laws of the organization
U'nt that in the event of failure of gers,
fences.
The
hot
laundry
with
water,
hose
from
the
resisted mildly of being robbed.
Washington. Feb. 19.
one or bo,n at tne
Secretary agers of the exchange have framed
The finance committee favorably re sault by words, was referred to the
the eithtr
a robber thrust his pistol in his would make piighty good reading for
Wil.son said today that the British
ported
with the avowed purpose "'"n he wi" issuo 1unR,(liat1r hl and
council Joint resolution No. 3, Judiciary committee. Ameinh'd council
The
Citizen's leaders, audof ourse the
race. The latter struck the weapon
government had received advices from of dealing a knock-ou- t
an
extra
is
It
.
'or
session.
said
ta"
t.ir,
relating
to tne Taos county bonds. bill No. i, an act to create Roosevelt
city press would not ailow an item of
..
WIO
one of its consuls in Mexico to the ef bucket shops. The
1 t,lore are Pravt' reasons of state Just in time
ami the bullet went
House
bill No. 91 was favorably re- county, was referred to the committee
says
good
amendment
pubsuch
ape
esc
to
variations
on county anil county lines.
feet that foot anil mouth disease had In part:
.why both treaties should be ratified through the roof. The conduc tor and
ported by the same coniailttee.
niotorman were fore i to enter the car lication.
broken out u San Luis Potosi, and
Martin Sanchez th.-'Ar-introduced
member of the exchange who a" ooa aa
The Judiciary committee reported on
and hold up their hands with the pasbill No. ill. an act to establish
that the department of agriculture, .ball be interested in. or
house
Mrs.
(irunsteld
Edward
baby
and
following
the
bills: House bill No. 2n,
associated
in
H.
Hon.
Kergusson,
H.
who
been
sengers.
has
acting on the British representation, business with, or who
The robbeis overlooked the
territorial institution of learning at
on the limited late yesterday that it do not pass;
shall act as the on the sick list the past few weeks,
bad directed Inspector Shaw, of the
conductor in their search for money afternoon from a two months' visit in that it do not pass; house bill No. 24, Punta del Agua, Valencia county. Re- of, or who shall know- - ports himself improving
house
bill
30,
No.
and thus failed to secure $$30. The New York and other eastern cities.
Hint it pass
(Continued on page four.j.
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A GOOD

HOT WATER

HAVE YOU A GOOD ONE?

.

BAG!
.

Call and let us show you good honest values In Hot Water Bags,
sell
Fountain Syringes, Combination Syringes, Atomixers, etc. We
workmanship and durability.
perfect
guarantee
for
positive
a
on
them

B. M. BRIOOS & CO.,
ALVARADO PHARMACY

PROPRIETORS

through the tree, and Its route shows THE SUNSHINE OF TRUE HEALTH
AND LIFE AFTER YEARS
where it had rested at different times,
as It had made a comfortable room for
OF AGONY.
its accommodation on such occasions,
but before It was able to make an out
let, the deadly sap and rosin closed in
behind It and sealed the Industrious
little animal In Its tomb. The bug Is
In a remarkable state of preservation,
despite its undoubtedly long stay within the heart of the three and Is a curiosity well worth sseing. Las Vegas Rescues a Sufferer Who Had Given Up
Record.
All Hope.

McCR EIGHT,

MTJGHR3

mnjfr)
Publisher!

Bdltor
VikM
T. MoCrdcM....llT. and City Editor
Published Daily and Weekly.

Pra

am moon dispatches
AtMcliUd
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexlce Circulation
largest

Northern Arizona Circulation

CoptM of this paper may be found on
at Washington In the office , of our

metal eorrrspondent. B. O.
W street N. W.. Washington P. C
Bigg-era-

lt

Terms of Subscription.
W 00
OaOy. I f mU. one year
1.00
Jally, by mall, all montba
l.M
laily,
bf mall, three months
.6
one
by
month
mall,
ally,
1
It
1 ally, by earner, one month
1.00
W eekly, by raall. per year
will be delivered In
rhe Dally ClUsen
Ae elty at the low rate of U oepu per
week, or for ft eenta per monen, when
moathly. Theae ratea are leas than
atll
&oae If any other dally paper In the territory.

0f the American colony and a leading
Bpim ana inrwi:iui iu
tlon. He died In 1832 and at the age of
85. and In his ninetieth year on July 4,
1828, he laid what was called the corner stone of the Baltimore & Ohio
railroad.
Winifred Carroll, a cousin of Charles
Carroll, married David Barrett, who
afterwards moved to Harrison county,
Ohio, and became the parents of eleven
children, seven of whom, six boys and
one girl, became Kansas pioneers and
were among the first people who came
to Marshall county.
A. O. Rarrett located here In 1854,
bringing with him his sister, Winifred,
and her husband, Isaac Walker, and
made permanent settlement In 1856.
They brought w ith them the first grist
mill and saw mill that were In vne
country and Barrett's mill became
The
widely known and patronized.
other brothers followed and locating
here all raised large families.
The Barretts and Walkers wer ar
dent abolitionists and their real purpose In coming here was to help make
Kansas a free state. The first election
held In Marshall county was at Barrett's mill, at which place the
men stole the ballot box.
They did heroic Bervice in building
up the republican party at a time when
patriotism and courage were required.
Two of the elder Barretts are still living, John K. and Joseph. Of the younger geenration, numbering about 200,
about half of them removed to Oklahoma. The remainder are
with the Moffatts and Shearers
and to Montgomery, McKee, Van Vllet,
Lucas, Love, Knox and Holtham, all
of whom are prominent families of this
locality.
inter-marrie-

ftew Mexico demands Statehood from
Cong-ee;
the

d

0
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WITH AVIPLE MEANS
AND UNSwh MASSED FACILITIES
THE

Compound

DIED TO SAVE HIS BURRO.

JUfllly

AT A NEW YEAR'S RECEPTION

Paine's Celery

Native of Mexico Fatally Injured by
a Train Not Far from Santa Rosa.
Jesus Rodriguez, of Parras de la
Fuente, Mexico, who had lieen working
on the Rock Island railroad In Guadalupe county, was struck by a train on
Saturday morning near Leonclto and
died from his Injuries a few hours
later. He had his pack on a burro and
when In a cut near Leonclto, the animal tried to cross the track Just as the
train rounded the curve. In his effort
to save the burro, Rodriguez was
struck. Several ribs were broken and
pierced the lungs. He was taken to
Santa Rosa by the train that struck
him. In an
statement he
said that he had $100 In his pack, but
when the pack was brought to Santa
Rosa it was found that the money was
gone.
A
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WILL PLAY FOOTBALL.
Strong Team Organized Here to Meet
Albuquerque College.
The El Pao football team has
a seri.j3 of three games to be
played during the cattlemen's con
vention with the Indians from the
government college at Albuquerque,
The El Paso team will line up as
follows: Endi. J. H. Day, H. Baird;
tackles, Barker and J. Bryan; guards,
K. R. Sparks and F. Bell; center, K.
Reynolds; quarter back, W. Falvey;
half back backs, Stevens and John
Bryan; full bitck. Gene Baird.
The line up given, with a few weeks
practice, will be a formidable one and
one of the best in the state. MoBt of
the men are eld college players and
will make a good showing. The first
game will be played March 11. El
Paso News,

The liver, the largest and one of the
most important organs of the body Is,
to thousands of young and old, a
source of suffering. It has been truly
said that a diseased liver means physical and mental tortures and dangers.
The common symptoms of liver complaint are loss of appetite, nausea.vom-Itlnfurred tongue, constipation, impure blood, headache, depression of
spirits an da host of other evils.
Are you a victim of liver complaint?
Do you experience any of the symptoms noted alove? If so, do not fail
to make Immediate use of Paine's
Celery Compound, the only medicine
that directly strikes the root of the
trouble, and that infuses new life Into
every Inactive organ. Mr. C. U. Beaumont, Memphis, Tcnn., gives the following testimony:
"For many years I was a sufferer
from liver trouble, and times endured terrible agonies. My blood was
in bad condition, and headache and
constipation added to my miseries.
The doctors were unable to cure me,
and I lost all hope, and at times wished
for death. Upon the advice of a
friend, I commenced to use your wonderful Paine's Celery Compound. After
taking the medicine for two weeks, I
felt very much Improved. I have taken
In all seven bottles, and thank God, I
am today healthy and strong. Paine's
Celery Compound truly saved me from
the grave. I shall always recommend
it."

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

If,

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AN J SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President.
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V. F., and Cashier, W. J, JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
80LOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
W. A. MAXWELL
DEPOSITOPY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY
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DYES
DIAMOND
DO YOUR OWN DYEING AT HOME,

BANK

the best dressed men are those who
use the most, discretion In the choice
of a laundry, and as a rule they prefer
the work done by the Imperial as it Is
always reliable and the result of skillful and painstaking care.

J.

mperial Laundry

M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1883.)

Back of Poatofflce.

Keal instate.

Gentlemen! let us taKe your meas
ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.

Fire Insurance,
Loans

Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware conrnny.

Silver
Avenue
Stable

fed
je

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.

make home dyeing easy; they require
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
only care and the simple following of
Old 'Phone A22.
directions. They give to the inexper
expert
to
as
good
colors
as
the
ienced
Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
dyer, Direction book and 45 dyed sam
board horse andhave first class rigs
ples free.
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.
DIAMOND DYES, Burlington. Vt.

ABSTRACT OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOU8E8 RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

MANAGER OP
Mine Graphite Deposits.
J. B. Elkin, a Pennsylvania capitalist, and Dr. J. J. Shuller of Raton,
The bureau of Immigration will meet
B. A. SLEYSTER.
THE HONDO RESERVOIR.
closed contracts with operators
have
YEAR.
GOOD
ANOTHER
an the 26th at Santa Fe.
railroad
the
at
and
to
deliver
mine
Next Door to First National Bank.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
One more gcoa Dusiness year at graphite from
the immense deposit ten The Government Withdraws Public
FIRE INSURANCE,
A Philadelpnia firm is shipping Idols least is assured If Henry Clews' sum miles south of Raton. They have a re
New Telephone 222.
Land from Entry in Chaves County
RF.AL ESTATE,
to Korea, probably with the Idea of mary of the situation be taken as a fining plant at Lackawanna, Pa., and The department of the interior has
PUBLIC.
NOTARY
'working up a boom in the missionary correct forecast, and there appears to will push
the mining with about thirty decided to build a reservoir on the ROOMS 1214, CROMWELL BLOCK.
be no reason to call It In question. The
liusiness.
Hondo in Chaves county, under the re
men.
Automatic Telephone) lit.
Review
Financial
of
the
latest ' Issue
irrigation law. About 24,000 acres
cent
KEEP YOUR HEAD UNCOVERED. will be reclaimed. The land office at
Men who lone money to the turf in says:
'vestment concerns have to endure the "Spring trale promises to open un
Roswell has received orders to with
additional pang of not being permitted der favorable auspices. Consumption The Constant Wearing of a Hat Propa draw the land from settlement. It is
scale,
unprecedented
continues In an
gates Dandruff Germs.
tu see the races.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
CHAS. M All SARD, Prop.
believed that the building of this res
factories have an abundance of orders.
There are many men who wear their ervolr will mep an Increase of popula
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shartlngs, Pullers,
Mr. Addicks lb no longer a bone of and the railroad system is almost bro hats practically all the time when tlon of 10,000 in the Immediate vlcin
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
contention in Delaware, and he was ken down undor the pressure of traffic. awake, and are blessed with a heavy Ity of Roswell and will certainly bring
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
Mill
wise to retire before the politicians Labor Is actively employed at the high shock of hair; yet if the scalps of these the Santa Fe Central from Torrance,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK
est wages on record, and the only ele same men once became Infested with
picked him clean.
,
ment of worning In the Industrial dandruff germs, the parasites would JEMEZ & SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS FLOUR AND BRAN IN CARLOAD
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
President Dlas has Issued a decree world is the large Increase in costs of multiply all the qrlcker for lack of air.
STAGE LINE.
New Mexico
Albuquerque,
soon
Is
a
production.
factor
that
This
removing all duties on wheat from the
would c nsue as the final re Carries the U. S. mall; only line with
Baldness
United States until June 30, 1903. The er or later must arrest development suit. Newbro's Herplclde kills these a change of stock en route; good rigs
A.
railroads hare been asked to reduce and bring us into closer competition germs and stimulates unhealthy hair horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer
with foreign producers, where cost, of to abundant growth.
FIRE INSURANCE
their rates.
Herplclde is a que every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
labor and materials is much cheaper pleasant hair dressing as well as a
General Miles traveled around the Such a reaction Is not yet in Bight, but dandruff cure and contains not an urday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad Secretary Mutual Building Assoclatloa
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Al Office at J. 13. Baldrldge's Lumber YaM
world, but he didn't find any active it is not far distant, and may come atom of injurious substances.
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
operation to the United States army Booner than expected if these costs
"Sold by leading druggists.
Send tor, Jemez.
got
moment
any
of
higher.
home
to
The
pushed
back
the
be
are
the
until
10c In stamps for sample to The Her
anti-iperialist.
production overtakes cohsumption the plclde Co.. Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggs
WANTED Clean cotton rags for ma
reaction will begin, and it can only be & Co., special agents.
chine purposes at The Citizen office,
o
The Standard Oil company has de- delaved bv prudent control of both
I Have a Stock of New Elipse Wind
Price 4 cents per pound.
Mining
in
Stock.
Advance
Con
$20
capital
a
share.
labor."
of
a
and
clared dividend
o
Mills and Repairs on hand. Bring
In
Is
an
value
of
There
advance
the
why
sumers of oil tan now understand
Military Land Warrants.
Around Your Wagons.
Cop
&
Gold
the
stock
of
the
Fe
Santa
the price was advanced gome time ago News reports now mention a roan in per Mining company, operating at San $5.00 paid persons telling who has
fend where th-i- r money went.
a hospital in Russia who is 200 years
K.
Kel
one. whether I buy or not. R.
old. This Is very rare, of course, but Pedro in Santa Fe county. At the Bos ley, Kansas City, Mo.
LEAD AVENUE. BETWEEN FIRST
Mining
Exchange
ton
week,
the
last
The territorial debt of Arizona Is there are numerous people in this town
AND 8ECOND 8TREET8.
to
stock
from
$2.25
a
advanced
share
92.700,000, of New Mexico $1,100,000 who seem to think, from the way they
a share an I there was active trad
and or Oklahoma $527,000. Of the carry on, that they are going to live $3
ALBUQUERQUE
Auto 'Phone 508.
For Piles, Burns, Soros.
three propose! states Oklahoma has to the age of 300 or 400 before settling ing, 4,300 shares changing hands. The
250,000
Issue
total
of
is
stock
shares
the highest assessed valuation, $75 down to business.
PROFESIONAL CARDS
which at $3 a share would make the
000,000.
That of Arizona reads $68
000.000 and that of New Mexico $36
The market value of the company's mines
DENTISTS.
The Pueblo Chieftain says:
Dealer In
000.000.
northwest corner of New Mexico, the and smelter at San Pedro $750,000.
General merchandise and
Edmund J. Alger, U. O. S.
finest apple country in the world, is
says: There now
Office hours, 8:30
Su
The Journal-Democra- t
Railroad avenue.
to have wealth below as well as
12 30 n. m. : 1:30 D. tn. to 6 D,
Liquors
mfl
to
was a good deal of county division talk above ground. An eight-foo- t
vein o
-- -,- . ,
Telephone 62. Appointments made by
on the Bt recta yesterday. There seem coal has been discovered.
man.
Garden
8ummer
of
the
ProDrietor
ed to be quite a strong sentiment in
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
favor, if the bill introduced some time
All Kinds of Country Produce Bought
A quotation from Moore says: "To
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
ago proved hopeless, making an effort be good and disagreeable is high trea
and Sold.
p.
m.;
1:30
to
a.
m.
12:30
hours, 8:30
to induce the legislature to pass a bill son against the royalty of virtue." Not
Delivered
Goods
Free to all Parts of
by
m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made
incorporating the Albuquerque grant only that, but such ill favored combina
When you want to buy Fiodf and Bfafi, dr want to sell
the City.
mall.
aa a county.
politics.
In
Wheat, Write to
tion never can succeed
Corner of Third and Tijerae
BELEN, N. M
LAWYERS.
, Props.
OO
Albuquerque
New Mexico THE JOHN BttOfcfck
The choice of Reed Smoot for Unitthey are
The powers announce
ed States senator by the republicans of going to take Joint actionthat
Residence, Automatic 'Phone lyy
against TurBernard S. Rodey
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Utah recalls the changes of polictics key. This sounds like the day after A woman worn-out- ,
Albuquerque, N.
who never has to ATTORN
No. 1 1 5.
Telephone
Bell
which have marked the history of that Thanksgiving day.
M. Prompt attention given to all business
Kit a hand for herself, who does not
to the profession. Will pracpertaining
311
Street.
South
First
state. In 181)5 the republicans carried
I
"
word
of
worry"
the
know the meaning
In all courts of the territory and beFRANK VAJO. Proprlstor.
it and elected their governor by 2,300 Dynamite bombs were discovered on How can it be possible i That it is possi- tice
fore the United States land office.
is proved by the experience of many
ble
majority. The next year it went dem
papersons of three marchers In a
Ira M. Bond
The nest or liquors served to pat
a woman who, because of sleeplessness,
ocratic by 33,000. , in 1898 the demo- the
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- ,
42 F itreet N. W., rons of the bar.
in Italy recently, where the motto nervousness, backache and other womcratic plurality In the state was 5.000, rade
patWashington,
Pensions,
lands,
C.
D.
Upward."
anly ills, becomes an utter physical ents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent,
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
and in 1900 Utah went republican by seems to be "Onward and
wreck.
marks, claims.
trade
Nice large rooms, everything bran
by
5,000.
1902
After
la
and
2.000.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription gives
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
Paris society has pronounced the new
William D. Lee
March 4. 1903, the Utah representation
life and new strength to weak, worn-ou- t,
walk shocking and immoral. The
Office, room 7, N.
women.
It establishes ATTORVEY-AT-LAW- .
la congress will be solidly republican cake
French always were particular about regularity, dries unhealthy drains, beals T. Armijo building. Will practice In all
MELINI &
territory.
IpBaoimation and ulceration, nti'l cures the courts of the
such things.
THE LAST SURVIVOR.
female weakiie.. It makes weuW women
LIQU"P
D. Bryan
WHOLESALE
W.
R.
In connection with the resolution in
strong aud sn-l- women well,
A CIGARS
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuuer-U- i,
It Should Be.
.
What
PACIFIC ItAILROAO- senate
In
United
States
the
troduced
M. Office, First National Bank building.
"I suffered for fiv yrtrs with Inflammation
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA Ft
hygienic
night
temperaday
The
and
we
which caused violent pmti and often torture so
recently in connection with special ex ture of living rooms is explained
andle everything in our line
in uaa si nines rui i count uut tot about to attend
Frank W. Clancy
erclses of the acceptance from the "Care
Distillers Agents
my daily duties. write Mrs. Julius C
of
by
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
Invalids,"
.
med- to
rooms
Issued
;,
the
I
of Bathruad. Kingston. Ont.
Lit w as aimply
Special distributors Taylor ft Williams
.state of Maryland of the statue of ical department of The
Armijo
building,
Aibuqueruei
T.
way
j
tn
cud
not know which
to
Life misery me aud I
Charles Carroll, of Carrollton, to be Insurance Company of NewMutual
Louisville, Kentucky.
turn lor relief. Had tried doctor but found
did m4 help mr. My dniKKiat advised me
THOUSANDS SAVED BY
t. W. Dobson
erected In statuary hall in the capitol sent on request to those whoYork, and they
to try lr. Pierce's Favorite rrescriplion eulo.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAaddress
Advertise in newspapers
in Washington, it is Interesting to note the home office of the company, Nas- fisinv it in glowing terms. I decided to give It block. Albuquerque. N. M.Office. Cromwell 111 8. First 8t, Albuquerque, V, m.
S trial and brought a bottle home.
I am happy
numerous
descendants
are
anywhere at anytime
there
that
say that after the use of the first bottle I fell
Cedar, William and Liberty to
FRENCH TANSY WAF eR?
John H. Stingle
so much imiiroed I decided to take another and
of Carroll in Marshall county, Kansas, sau,
call on or write
streets, New York city.
after that a third bottle. I have rood reasons to ATTORNEY-AT-UAW- .
Cromwell
aaya the Topeka State Journal.
block.
can
depend
Laaies
Colds
Coughs,
Consumption.
I
a
am
woman,
For
toduy
well
be pleased, for
work
pon securh
Albuquerque, N. M.
o
E. C Dale's Advertising Agency
Is easy and th world looLs hritght. I have perpermanent relief frr
Carroll was the last surviving signer
A Curious Curiosity.
Mert'DSO" ti' ww,"
m Irregular
THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
all
and
fect health, thauka to your medicine
painful periods by
PHYSICIANS.
CL.
of the Declaration of Independence.
C. M. Christensen, manager of the
wafei
using
these
Sick women are invited to consult Dr.
tiositirely
medicine
wonderful
This
Safe and sure a
Mann drug store, west side, has a curi- Pierce by letter, free. Address Dr. R. V.
times.
Dr. J, E. Bronson
Avoid wort' , all..,i..M(tA.
liv nun. cures ,Consumption, Coughs, Colds
Buffalo, N. Y.
"HAKES PROPER DIET osity in the shape of a piece of pine Pierce,
Homeopathlo Physician,
P'onc-lutiaAsthma, Pneumonia.
"Favorite Prescription" makes weak Room 17,
wood, with what is called a pine bug
Whiting Block.
ent
y ,rom our
strong, sick women well. AcFever,
Pleurisy, Lnfirippe.
,m
embedded in its heart. The little ani- women
port"
foilet Co LO11' M""
KINDERGARTEN.
no substitute for the medicine which
cept
and W hoop
Hoarseness.
ScreThront
of
mal, wblc bis
a beautiful green In works wonders for weak women.
v .a.
guaranteed
bottle
Every
druggist,
Cough.
ing
color, and w hich is noted for its boring
prescription
Walton,
Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets should be
v.
Mist Phllbrlck's
propensities, had bored its way In a used with " Favorite Prescription " whenKindergarten and Primary Departmen
corner Railroad avenue and Thira
NO CURS1L..MO) PAY.
Commercial
club Viildlng.
Conveyar
agent fllCE 60c.
is
ever
a
laxative
required.
lu
an
to
bore
semi circle
endeavor
BOTTLES FREE
4. street, Albuquerque, N, M., sole
as46f
' for Bernalillo county..
Flfty-8event-
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Albuquerque Abstract Company

Mausard's Mills, Albuquerque

Foundry and Machine Works

The Largest and Best
in New Mexico
E. WALKER

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,
Roller Mills and Elevator

A. D. JOHNSON

DeWltt's

Salve

Q. Badaracco

.
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THE ARCADE
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IVailro&d Topics

Fifty Years the Standard

Crowding Out Winter Goods
Regardless of Loss!

Santa Fe Watch Inspector 8. Vann ger business 'nto Chicago. A twin enIs down on the Rio Grande division on gine will be used from Bloomlngton
official businecs.
Engineer Wkkham, of the test department, has returned from a trip to
Los Angeles, where he went on official
business.
J. W. Barbee, stenographer in the
office of General Storekeeper N. M.
nice, of the Santa Fe coast lines, has
resigned and will go to Dallas, Tex.
Improvements are still being made
at the local shops. The latest piece
ol expensive machinery to be put In Is
a machine to convey heavy Irons from
the cars they are shipped In on to
their proper racks.
The boys of the local Santa Fe Pacific hose company are In excellent spirits over the success of their dance,
given on Tuesday night last. It Is reported that they cleared over and
above expenses more than $100.
Joe Reld, a conductor on the Rock
Island limited, was badly Injured In
attempting to board a moving train
at Tucumcari Sunday morning. He
was considerably bruised and the
flesh torn from his right limb below
the knee. He was taken to Kansas
City for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Bryne, Luke
Mears, Love Moore, James Gaffney,
Arthur Taylor and Roy Gilbert, the
delegation of Needles, Cal.. people,
who represented the Needles Santa Fe
Pacific Are company at the Albuquer-o,u- e
Santa Fe Pacific fire company's
dance Tuesdny night, left last night
for their sunny home on the banks of
the Colorado river. They were universal In voting the boys of the local
company royal entertainers.
At a special meeting of the stockholders of the Chicago Great Western
railroad, held at Chicago yesterday, it
was voted to Increase the capital stock
of the company from $30,000,000 to
1150,000,000.
Part of the new stock will
be exchanged for the common stock
of the Mason City & Fort Dodge road,
which was secured last year. The company also proposes to complete extensions into Sioux City and Omaha, thus
giving the road through lines to 'St.
Paul and Minneapolis, Chicago, Omaha
and Sioux City.
RAILWAY

CONVENTIONS.

There Will Be Many for the

Railroad-er-

a

to Attend This Year.
February 19 Central and Western
association of car service offices, at
Chicago.
March 17 American railway engineering and maintenance of way association, at Chicago.
April 22 Ameican Railway association, at New York.
May 14 Eastern association of car
service officers, at 24 Park place, New
York.
May 27 Association Ameican Rail
way accounting officers. Hot Springs,
Ya.

American association of local freight agents' associations, at Sa
vannah, Ga.
June 16 National association of car
service managers, at Chicago.
June 16 Train dispatchers' asso
ciation of America, at Nashville. Tenn
June 17 Ameican association - of
general baggage agents, at Royal
hotel, Lake Rosseau, Ont.
June 17 Freight claim association
at Detroit, Mich.
June 17 American railway master
mechanics' association, at Mackinac
Island, Mich.
June 22 Master car builders' association, at Mackinac Island, Mich.
July 21 National association of railway agents, national division, at Eureka Springs, Ark.
July 14 National convention of railroad commissioners, at Portland, Me,
September
American association
of traveling passenger agents, at.New
Orleans, La.
September R Master car and loco
motive painters' association, at Chicago.
September 8 Traveling engineers'
association, at Chicago,
October 13 Roadmasters' and maintenance of way association, at Kansas
City, Mo.
October 13 American association of
general passenger and ticket agents.
at New Orleans.

June

9

Mus-kok-

BIG ALTON

ENGINE.

Leader in the Class for Passen
ger Service.
According to the Chicago papers
the Chicago &. Alton railroad has just
received for use on the Kansas City
through trains the largest passenger
locomotive ever turned out by the
Baldwin worKs and the largest In use
on western roads.
As the western
lines have larger engines than eastern
roads this puts the new Alton locomotives at the head of the class of big
passenger pullers.
The new locomotive's total weight Is
219.500 pounds, of which 141,700
pounds is carried on the drivers. The
drive wheels, six In number, are 73
and 80 Inches in diameter. The boiler
diameter Is 70 Inches and there are
328 tubes, 2V4 inches In diameter and
20 feet long.
The fire box is 108
inches long and 72 Va inches wide, with
n heating Biirface 22 square feet. The
total heating surface of fire box, fire
box tubes and tubes is 4.078 feet. The
water tank has a capacity of 8.400 gallons.
With the tender loaded and the tank
filled ready for work the total weight
of the locomotive and tender will be
175 tons. While there are larger locomotives in use In some parts of the
country this new acquisition of the
Alton is the largest used for passen- It

Is a

west.
Compared With 8anta Fe.
The big Alton engine Is light compared with the Santa Fe decapods and
mlkad)s. The Baldwin decapod type
has a total weight of 266,700 pounds,
245.000 of which Is on the drivers. The
weighs 260,000, 200,-00Baldwin mlk-iiThe
of which is on the drivers.
Santa Fe engines, however, are for
freight service principally.

Hundreds of odd lots broken lines and small assortments under-price- d
to close them out
quick cutting prices in a grim determination to crowd the store with eeagr buyers
and by giving you bargains that must make this store the shopping pi ice of entire city
for the next JO days.

0

COMBAT

3

Sale Commenced

Feb. 10, at 9 a. m.

THE GOULDS.

Combinet to Be Made Against All the
Gould Lines.
Recent developments In the railroad
world have led to the belief that a
combination of the men who control
the majority of the great systems In
the country ha3 been formed for the
purpose of combatting the growing
power of the Goulds. This theory has
been advanced to account for several
moves which have recently been made
resulting In alliances which would
have been pronounced Impossible one
year ao.
By interchange of securities and by
close traffic relations nearly all of the
big systems have become allied either
closely or remotely, but out of all of
these Interchanges the Gould system
Independently of
has been barred.
everyone, the Goulds have In the last
three years extended their system and
laid the foundation for other exten
sions which will give them In the ends
roads reaching from seaboard to the
Pacific coast In the states and in
Mexico and to the gulf. In many
places where other systems have been
supreme the Gould railways have entered and are menacing that supremacy.. The latest evidence of aggressiveness on the part of the Goulds is
to be found In the announcement that
$10,000,000 will be spent by the Wabash road In terminals In Toledo,
whereby the Ann Arbor and Wheel
ing & Lake Erie will be connected into
one big system.
LONG TRAINS STILL RUN.
No Change in Method of Handling the

Cajon Freights.
The San Bernardino Times-Indesays:
"And still the long line of
freights wind their way down the
Cajon grade, notwithstanding the complaint of the trainmen and the constant wrecking of cars. Just how the
matter will be disposed of Is still an
unsolved problem. If General Manager Wells has answered the petition of
the trainmen asking that all trains
coming down the hill be composed of
not more than thlrty-flvcars, the
trainmen are not saying anything
about it. The road is painfully short
cf motive power, bo at present some
such a method as the long train one
must be resorted to In order to get the
cars along the oad.
e

Brakeman Shot Near Prescott
Santa Fe Brakeman Peter Clark dis
covered a Mexican stealing a ride
when the train was taking water about
twenty miles north of Phoenix early
Tuesday morning.
The Mexican
would not pay and the brakeman put
him off Before the train started the
Mexican drew a
revolver
and fired, but missed Clark, who drew
his gun and fired at the Mexican with
out effect. A constable appeared from
the car at this moment and put both
under arrest and took Clark's gun. Be
fore the constable could secure the

Tho Store the People Talk About

111
wwmm

IT PAYS TO

LION

Mexican, he shot azain. nainfullv
COMING EVENTS.
wounding Clark In the right arm. The
Wednesday
evenings Mrs.
Fill
Mexican Is under arrest. Clark was
taken to the Phoenix hospital. A more's school and dance.
Thursday evenings Mrs. B. F. Fill- panic reigned among the nasseneers
dancing school and dance.
for a few minutes, thinking a hold-uFebruary 19 Orpheus Concert com
In progress.
pany at Library building.
PAY OF DECAPOD ENGINEMEN.
Thursday, Feb. 19. Guard's dance
at Grant hall.
They Will Work for a Salary Now In- February 20 Social dance by Italian
stead of for Mileage.
band at Grant hall.
Although It does not seem to be gen
February 23 "Hon. John Griggsby"
erally known, the work of running the by Mr. James NelU company at ColomSanta Fe's decapod and big helper en bo hall.
gines, such as 728, which work out of
February 27 A ball given by the
this city on the Cajon grade, is no International Association of Machinlonger a matter of mileage, but a regu- ists, Rio Grande lodge, No. 131, at Colar salaried job, says a dispatch from lombo ball.
8 Catholic mis
February
San Bernardino, Cal.
This change
went into effect with the new schedule sion at Immaculate Conception church
which is just being brought Into ac by Rev. Father Barry.
tion.
March 2 Schubert Symphony club
Previous to this time the engine-men- , quartet at Colombo hall.
who run on these machines, were
March 28 "The Keltles," forty mu
paid regular mileage rates, such as sicians, at Colombo hall.
all firemen and engineers
receive.
Owing to the fact that the larger enBucklen'a Arnica Salve.
gines, especially the decapods, one of
The best and most famous comwhich, the 989, Is still on this division, pound In the world to conquer aches
pulled almost twice the load of the or- and kill pains. Cures cuts, heals burns,
dinary freight engine the enginemen and bruises, subdues inflammation,
In their last grievance, asked that the masters piles. Millions of boxes sold
wonders In bolls, ulcers,
pay of the men who run them be raised yearly. Workseruption.
felons, skin
It cures or no
as they were practically putting one pay. 25c at all drug storess.
crew out of commission each time that
Imported beer at the White Elephant
the "decky" was used.
just received.
This point was argued pro and con
and it was finally agreed that the posiMONUMENT8.
tions should pay a regular salary. In
kinds
of stone and marble work.
All
keeping with this regular men are paid
Shop and yard corto run the machines and their wages Prices moderate.
avenue.
run right along wether they do a full ner Fifth street Q.and Railroad &
MAURINO
CO.
H.
day's work or not.

s

fr

OVERSTOCKED SALE
commences Monday, February 16
and will continue for 10 days.
You know the story of the early
bird.
LION STORE.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No,
05 South First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expition store, Is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment d
hair dressllng, i,reat coma, bunion

and Ingrowing nails. She gives mas
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini g own preparations of com
plexlon cream builds up the akin and
improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder, which she
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath.
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a tital.
Automatic telephone 490.

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
eat.

IF YOU WANT
A BOY.
A GIRL,

A MAN,
A WOMAN,
TO FIND ANYTHING,
TO BUY ANYTHING.
TO 8ELL ANYTHING,
TO RENT ANYTHING,
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
If you want anythina on earth.
In The Citizen and you

put an ad

will be sure to get it.

,At"u'

"M1

l0N

AvtNUl

B.StERN,Pr6prietdp

....DRESS GOODS....

Our time to lose money your time to ave It! Such a crushing of value! A creeping
eacrlflce of everything! We haven't room tor half the Bargain!
Mere are part of them come tomorrow and ee the other!

IQO

25c TABLE OIL CLOTHS, per

Best 10c
yard

OUTING

9'

FLANNEL, per

aJ

LADIES' $1.50 FLANNELETTE
WRAPPERS, each
LADIES' $5.00 CLOTH
ach

C?

Best 12'ac FRENCH GINGHAMS, per
yard

CURTAIN

h

SCRIM,

each

LADIES' $2.00 HATS AND SHAPES,
each

per

LADIES' OUTING FLANNEL
each

yard
TURKEY RED TABLE LINEN

h

BABY'S 35c COLORED

per yard
65c SATIN

?1.so I

CAPES,

MEN S 75c FLEECED UNDERWEAR,

PERCALES, per

Best
yard

each
STRIPED GRENADINE8,

PETTI-COAT-

CAPS,

BEST 6c LAUNDRY 80AP,

per yard

3 BARS rOR

lOc
lOc

BRING THIS LIST FOR REFERENCE - - OR ORDER FROM IT BY MAIL
INTERESTS WILL BE EQUALLY WELL SERVED EITHER WAY.

YOUR

-DEMINQ.

Fw

Pointers About a Good Town In
Southern New Mexico.
Keep yeur eye on ueming.
Demlng has just been incorporated.
Demlng- ships over 100.000 head of cattle
annually; Is the center of the greatest
breeding region In the southwest and cat-

A

Old Phone
New Phone 152.
Residence New Phone 153

tlemen all know this.
Demlng, the coming city of New

Mex-

ico.

Demlng has a magnificent school system.
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of
Old Mexico.
Demlng, the seat of the new county of
Luna.
Demlng Is the great mining center of
the southwest.
Demlng! Don't everlook It If you ar
looking for a safe and paying Investment.
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equto Polan springs.
Demlng has Increased BO per cent in pop
ulntlon In four years.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
strong and health people.
Investments la B&jlnf lots Will doubls
and treble In one Tear.
Demlng has now a large lea plant arid
electric light system under contract.
In Demlng the demand for rental
houses Is five times In excess of the supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water for
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gardens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
Investment.
In Demlng good safe loans can be had
at better rates than In the old established
towns.
At Demlng you can buy lots at $100
which will pay you 100 per cent In leu
than twelve months.
In Demlng another good hotel Is needed
to accommodate the enormous Increase et
population.
Demlng Is a great health result has no
superior In climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
Two large plants will be Installed within
the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you can
get them In Demlng cheap now, with certain advance assured T
Agricultural lands in Demlng are
d
for fertility, production of fruits
and vegetables of all kinds.
Demlng offers the same opportunities
now that the most prosperous cities In the
went offered several years ago.
Demlng needs one hundred new houses
to supply the demand, and needs them
now. This demand continues to grow.
unsur-panse-

See the new Knox rantouris hat.
ccmes in the light beaver color. The
swt'llcst thing In the market. Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

The ICEBERG
212 W. Railroad Avenue.

All patrons and friends cordially lnvtr
ed to visit "The Iceberg;."
Lunch li

served every day.
STEVE BALLING.

Proprietor.

COAL DEALER
Cerrllloe and Gallup Domeetic Luma
Coal, $5.00

The Veteran
Year
Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health of Kansas.
18

Office and Parlors
,.111 SECOND AVENUE.,
Open Day and Night.

I

Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
venue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
Telephones:

afid.

Horace and Moles bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale. Feed and
transfer Stables
TURNOUTS

IN

THE CITY

Address W. L. TRIMBLE ic CO,
Aibanuerque. N. M.

Denver

k

Rio

Grande System

(Effective Monday, January 26, 1903.)
No. 426
7:05 aru Lv..

8:55 am

West Bound
No. 425
pm
2:45 pm
1:25 pm
10:30 pm

.Santa Fe...Ar 6:00

Eupanola
Embudo ..
. . .Treg
Pledras
Antonlto ..
Alamosa . .
3:05 am
Pueblo . .
7:15 am Ar... Denver ...Lv

10:15 pm
3:36 pm
6:35 pm
8:50 pm

41$

artel

ff

Have You

8

S

Anything

To Exchange ?
Have you a farm and do you
wint to trade It for a grocery
store f
Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange It for a
planoT

SANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.

East Mound

Automatic,

267; Bell, 45.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO. 1

SEftT

per ton.

Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
Anthracite, larger sizes. $7.79 oer
ton.
Wood and Kindling, all else.

...Undertaker and Embalmer...

Second street, oetween Railroad
Copper avenue

Jl

W, H. HAHN

59

...J. W. EDWARDS...

-

The finest line of Llauora and Claart

TRY IT! TRY IT!

10o

None Higher

Never In the city's history a better opportunity to buy

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO . CK'CAGO.

Digests what you

Patterns,

STORE..
T20

Awarded
Highest Honors World's Fair,
ilighost Tests U. S. Gov't Chemists

Carlsbad Depot Burned.
The Santa Fe depot at Carlsbad, N
M., was
burned completely to the
ground at 3 o'clock Tuesday morning
with mail sacks for early morning
and all papers, books, etc., including
total destruction of the depot safe and
contents, also two freight and one
AN AEMOTROPH Y,
combination car. The freight building
was saved by the fire department. The
Do You Recognize It?
When land is used and not fertilized origin of the fire is unknown. Loss is
It soon becomes worked out and the about $8,000.
crops will be poor and small. So when
Resurveying Line.
poor or not well selected food Is used,
A dispatch sent out from Chicago Is
the body runs down and the blood be as follows:
comes Impoverished.
"The Panhadle division of
Santa
Physicians call it Anaemotrophy. It Fe, between Alva, Okla., andthe
Higgins
may show Itself In the form of rheu Tex., Is being resurveyed for the pur
matism, dyspepsia and lowel troubles, pose of straightening the track, thus
general weakness, fainting spells or making it twenty-fou- r
miles shorter
other ways, all accompanied by nerv- between the points named. The surousness.
veyors are now near Alva."
"About two mouths ago my wife not
This dispatch indicates that the prohaving been fed on properly selected posed work of improving the Santa Fe
food became very ill and her physician, Panhadle and Pecos Yalley lines will
after a thorough examination, declared be pushed forward and completed as
her to lie suffering from Anaemotrophy plannel before the rumored Rock Isl(deficient blood). It was necessary tc and traffic alliance.
change the food to enrich the blood
BURIED IN THE SNOW.
and strengthen the organs and mus
cles and brace up the nerves with a Four Pasenger Trains Blockaded on
good diet. Her stomach and entire systhe El Paso & Northeastern.
tem were in revolt against pasty Indipassenger trains of the Rock
Four
gestible compounds and partly cooked
Island railway are buried In the snow
.ciruia buu wie overworKea organs on
El Paso & Northeastern railprotested against being longer over way the
twenty miles north of Torrence,
burdened.
says a dispa'ch from Santa Rosa. A
une nay i bought a package of force of men has gone out of Torrence
Grape-Nut- s
and she began using them with shovels to aid in clearing the
at once. Not only did she relish the tracks.
All the telegraph wires in
delicate flavor but her stomach re that section ar,? down.
ceived them without protest.
Choose New Officers.
"At breakfast and supper this was
her only food save occasionally a
The Las Yogas board of trade has
Geo-g- e
P. Money, secretary
cracker with jelly. In a week or so
Millard W.
her cheeks had taken on a tinge of red for the ensuing year;
and her strength had visibly increased. Browne, president; A. A. Jones, vice
The doctor congratulated himself and president. The following is the new
Charles Ilfeld,
her upon her recovery. He could hard- executive committee:
ly believe it possible then,
but now he Julius Judell, R. L. M. Moss, James
Is a steady user of Grape-NutD. T. Hoskins,
himself. A. Dick, J. H. Stearns,
Today her general health is vastly im- Thomas Ross. Isaac Davis, Cecilio
proved, her weight has Increased 11 Rosenwald and F, H. Pierce.
pounds and she is eating whatever she
Wesley Merritt. industrial agent of
likes, her digestion being perfect.
the Santa Fe, who was In the city yes' I attribute this
to the increased terday, left
the north last night.
nourishment and rest given to the di- Mr. .Merritt
and a Mr. Edmunds, a
gestive orsans by the use of Grape-Nuts- .
Kentucky, have
of
tobacco rais-We cannot say too much in
an Interest in Introducing to
taken
holiest and well merited praise of it." bacco raising In
the Rio Grande val
Name given by Postuni Co.. Battle ley. Mr.
Merritt expects to return to
Creek, Mich.
Albuquerque within the next ten days.

Cosmopolitan
Paper

TRADE
AT THE

8:10 pm
6:40 pm
1:37 am
9:30 pm

Trains east leave Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday. Trains west arrive Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
and all points in the San Juan country.
At AlamnsR (with Rtsnrinrfl paiipol
for La Veta, Pueblo. Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
Creede and all points In the San Luis
vauey. At Salida with main line
(standard eaueel for nil
and west Including Leadville and narrow gauge DOints between Kallrla nn1
Grand Junction.
At Florence and Pnnnn niv for tho
gold ramus of Crinnle Trppk o,,H Vie.
tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs aud
Denver with all Missouri river lines
for all points east.
For further Information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa r
in standard gauge sleepers from Ala
mosa can nave berths reserved on application.
A. S. BARNEY, Act. Gen. Agt.,
Santa Va V t
S. K. HOOPER, O. P. A., Denver, Colo.

Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange it for a
camera f
Have you a gun and do yeu
want to trade It for a book,
case?
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for
a rug?
Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bagf
Have you a eprlng overcoat and
do you want to exchange It
for a baby carrlagef
Have you a stove and do you
want to trade It for a refrtg- eratorT
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a

roosterf

II
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The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.
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Santa

PAY

Fe Switchman

City an(f Was

CAME

FROM

Avers

CHECKS.

Fled to This

Arrested,

LAS YE6AS.

O. V. Stormcs, a Santa Fe switchman at Ims VrgRg, wag arrested at the

depot here last nihst on the arrival of
passenger train No. 1, ly Special Officer A. A. Rugg, of the Santa Fe, with
headquarters at Trinidad. Stormcs is
charged with having stolen twenty-onSanta Fe pay checks at I. as Vegas.
Officer Hugg turned the prisoner over
to Officers Cooper and Carton, who
locked him up in the city Jail for safe
keeping. When Stormes was searched
not a check could he found on htm and
only al)Out $75 In currency. H is
known he had the checks when he left
Las Vegas, and from recent developments It Is thought he threw the
checks away at the depot when he saw
it was all up with him. One of the
checks for $124 was found this morning on the platform at the depot.
Stormes Is a very tall man and was
well dressed when arrested, as he had
fitted himself out w ith a complete new
outfit before leaving I.as Vegas; hut
his facial features are marred with a
black eye. Stormes was discharged
Just before pay day, and the check he
drew could not have been for any great
amount. He speut at least $30 or $35
tor clothes and after being drunk for a
Couple of days spending his money
he had nearly $75 left.
Officer Rugg stated this morning
that they thought they had enough evidence against him to convict him, and
that he would be taken back to Las
"Vegas on pasenger train No. 8 tonight.
Stormes has nothing to say except
that he does not know why he was ar-

at Santa

Your grandmother's doctor ordered it for your

INSTRUCTIVE ADDRESSES.

laxative, purely vegetable.
.

C. AVER CO.,

lowcll.

TERRITORIAL

LAWMAKERS

(Concluded from page one.)
fercd to the committee on public Institutions.
House bill No. 115 was introduced by
Mr. Turner. It Is an act to provide for
the election of members of city councils. Referred to committee on municipal corporations.
The house adjourned until 10 o'clock
Thursday morning.
By No Means Dead.
The New Mexican says: "Council-

man Thomas Hughes this morning received a telegram from Albuquerque
Baying that a rousing meeting had been
held there last evening and strong res
olutions adopted protesting against the
withdrawal of the bill to create San
doval county. Mr. Hughes has other
auvlees from Albuquerque that the city
is almost a unit In favor of the
He has been for the division
from the first and says the project Is
rested.
by no means dead. A. Sandoval and
How he obtained the checks is not others are here today to
Insist on the
known, unless he got hold of them creation of the new county."
while he was drawing his own check.
All the checks are for large amounts,
WOODEN INDIANS MUST GO.
and since they were undoubtedly
thrown away here, merchants should
be careful about taking checks for the Tobacco Store lie in Thnl Arc Co.
drmnrtt to Itrllrcnicnt In
next few days.
New Vnrk City.
ANNEX TO SANITARIUM- One of New Turk's busy municipal
I hp wooden I ml win
n
commissioner
Bazaar Will Be Given to Help Meet must grt off the nlk. I f .t be cipar
8ome of the Expense.
ill
ileiiler nt".'i! liim in I is lntfSre !.
The sisters of the St. Joseph's sani- be oliliu'i .l to luki- I im ir. idc niiil pie
tarium are planning for a bazaar to him IniiiM' room. An.vwa.v. i f ciinnot
be given the first or second week after be all iwed to rnciiiiiber tbe iiiewalk,
Plain Dealer.
Baster to raise funds to go toward de- t a jf I he Cleveland
Of course i t may he .nss ilile i al t he
fraying the expenses of the new addipommisfioiirr is moved by an liont si de
tion.
to keep the walks clear, and then
It is understood that the bids for the sire
be may be under the influence of
again
saniannex
to
of
the
the
construction
Society
the
for Prevention of Cruelty
tarium have been let. The plans are to Aged Wooden
Indians. And, really,
not as yet completed, but It will be a it must be admitted
that there are
two story building. After It has been canes where interference
would term
completed one of the wards will be for to be
There are wooden Inpatients from the Lantry grading and dians- justified.
h
of extreme ape
are
construction camps. After that this forced to do t heir j,ervile duty atstill
all
new department will be used for the seasons of the year, and in the most
patients.
tuberculocian
The St. inclement weather.
With cramped
Joseph's has been
ever muti-lef-t
and o&sitieil limbs they have
anopened
since it has been
and the
stood on puard for many decades.
nex is needed very much.
Many of them are pray and dingy
and weather beaten, but they never
Priest's Golden Jubilee.
complain. Some of llietn have cracked
Galesburg, 111., Feb. 19. Several open and lost their feathers, uml
reprecountry
were
of
the
sections
warped their fingers. and dropped their
sented today among the priests and wampum. Why. there are cipar dealprelates of the Roman Catholic church ers iso unfeelinp ns to refuse t hem even
who came hro and partlcopated In scoot of paint vt
the mercury drops
the golden jubilee celebration of the to sero.
ordination of Very Rev. Dean Joseph
Costa, O. C. The clergy and lay parCHINESE ARMY R0LLSt
ticipants in th'i celebration assembled
wlik tk IsMIsm, Tal
this morning ii. Corpus Christ! church, ITasr
Artist avf
Hsrsss
where solemn high mass was celeiipiitilt
brated by Bisihop Spalding of Peoria. J.
This afternoon the visitors were banNow that China has Russia for ovnsar
queted in Lyceum hall and Father
neighbor,
it remains to b seen how
Costa and his services were made the successfully,
or otherwise, the middle
subject of eulogistic addresses.
kingdom will continue to practice its
Father Cosa was born in northern favorite game of bluff. How It has
Italy in 1823, and after completing his reenforced its army is shown by the
collegiate course be entered the Order Swedish explursr,
Uerdin, says Youth's
of Charity.' In 1S51 he went to Eng Companion,
land, where he was ordained priest at
The Chinese have a most extraorGscott college. In 1864 Father Costa dinary way of enumerating troops.
was seat to the United States. During They sre notcontent with counting the
the forty years of his labors he has soldiers only, but reckon in also their
been located at various points In Illi- horses, rifle, shoes, breeches and so
nois, including Springfield, Jackson- forth, so that the resultant totsl is a
ville and El Taso. Although in his long way above what it ought to be.
eightieth year Father Costa Is a roThey apparently go on the supposibust man, and vigorously pursues the tion that the rifle is at lust ss valuable
educational and other work of his as the men, and by an analogous train
of reasoning they argue that a man is
chosen order.
of little use if he has to travel on foot,
Anniversary of Pythianism.
that he cannot go about naked, and so
Chicago, Fe!. 19. The order of the on. Hem-- they count the whole kit,
Knights of Pythias today enters on the horse, rifle, breeches and all.
Hy this peculiar process of arithclosin gyear of the third decade of its
With a membership con metic they fancy they deceive the Rusexistence.
Blderably beyond the million mark, the sians into believing their garrisons)
members of the order believe they much stronger than they sre.
have good cause for jubilation. Since NEGROES DON'T MIGRATE
the order was founded thirty-ninyears ago by Justin H. Rathbone of fossa laterestlBaFasts A test tk
Washington Hi membership and InColo
ed
kg Iks
Kim
Revealec
fluence has spread to every state and
Reseat Ctasas.
1( ,
teritory of the union, to Alaska, k.
Hawaii, Cuba, Mexico and several of
There were (1,500,000 colored persons
the Canadian provinces.
in the t'nited States in lhM), 7,M"l.(M.) in
IH'JO, and h.nmi.oou in moo.
A "ueueral
Mrs. Zoe Huckaee, of Birmingham, movement" of colored
inhabitants from
Ala., a well known lady of musical one stute to
another or from one sectalents a teacher of the piano has tion of the count
ry to anot her, clue to
arlved, and will remain indefinitely economic, politics! or by p enic
reaM'iis,
here with her son, C. C. Huckabee, ha been declared to lie in progress
at
who Is In the employ of the Santa Fe intervals of two or three years since
company.
Mrs. the close of t he ci il u sr.
Central
railroad
Huckabee Is the talented daughter of
Hut the figures, of each succeeding
a former governor of New Mexico
census prove that the colored populaHon. Charles C. Crowe, deceased, who tion of the fniteil State is by no n rar.s
was appointed to the office In 1SC9.
migratory; it changes little year v
year except as the result of the ordinary increase in
Various
"MAKES PROPER DIET! ambitious projectspopulation.
of leaders to "colonize" certain states have failed entirely. In Kansas, for instance, there are
only S.Ouo more colored inhabitants
than there were ?0 years ago, though
Kansas has long been ths mecca
mane colored colonjiers
new-count-
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Held Interesting Meeting

Sarsaparilla

Tested and tried for 60
years. If constipated,
use Ayer's Pills; gently

!!

POLE

SOCIETY.

Fe Tuesday Evening.

father. It's the same
old Sarsaparilla today.

e

HISTORICAL

"I tiT tnffrA with Bliss
Ons vpnr mn last 1 n.n I i

'BIG FIRE
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DOUGLAS.

Man and the Biazs Commsnced.

A

Best fof
irstooweis
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Native Wo nan Threw a Lamp at a

yun..

fnr ronstlnstlon. In ths
of we A I notlrsd
h nllri n
to itliappmr sni)
ths end of its
thsy did not trouble mo st all.
('rsron
for mo. I m rntlrrlreurori nd
f1'.!lnn"
Ilka s new man.". uor Krrder,
Napoleon. o.
tel

The New Mexico Historical society
held an excedingly Interesting meeting In hall of representatives at the
capltol Tuesday evening.
Visitors
were present from Albuquerque, Silver
City and other towns of New Mexico.
It was a meeting of particular Interest
to the people of New Mexico, and those
present thoroughly enjoyed the literary
L.
and historical treat.
B. Prince, president of the society,
called the meeting to order.
Letters from Chief .ItiHtiee Mill, a
prominent member of the society, and
General W. H. Davis, of Doylestown,
Pa., the author of "The Spanish Conquest of New Mexico," were read, both
expressing their regret in not being
able to be present.
Col. J. Franco Chaves delivered an
address on"Personal Reminiscences of
the Establishment of the Government
of Arizona," in which ho presented a
vivid picture of the condition of New
Mexico fifty years ano.
Hon. Nestor Montoya, speaker of the
house, made the next address, on "The
Moses of the MeBa." He told the legend
of the pueblo of San Felipe, of which a
ruined church on top of the mesa
above the present village Is still a reminder.
L. II. Prince read an interesting account of a Journey to the
stone lions of Cochiti, the most remarkable aboriginal sculptures in existence within the United States and
only thirty miles from Santa Fe.
Gen. B. F. llohart gave a few reminiscences told him zy Hon. Frank A.
Manzanares and Trinidad Romero.
Prof. W. G. Tight, president of the
University of New Mexico, a member
of the society, and Prof. C. M. Light, of
the New Mexico Normal school at Silver City, made a few remarks complimenting the society on its work.
At the close of the meeting those
present examined the objects of historical value which had been brought
rom the Historical society's collection.
Upon motion It was decided to have
another public meeting of the society
in two weeks.
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LIVELY MINING CAMP.

jl
The tnwn of Douglas, Ariz., narrowolng wiped out by fire
Sunday
lor the second time In
than n month. The blaze was
reused by a drunken native woman,
who tlirrw a lighted lamp at a man In
a lodging ho.i.i?. back of the Cowboys'
Thp bunch of dives
Home raloon.
alons Sixth street, the t'tah street of
Dougla. were completely wiped out
when the flames were extinguished. A
high wind was blowing, and the entire
male population of the town was present and pressed Into service to extinguish the flames. Several times the
Douglas and the Jack lumber yards
were endangered, but they were saved
by hard work. This prevented the
spread of the blaze to the business
portion of tho town.
The buildings destroyed were the
Copper Belt theatre. Fashion saloon,
Elite restaurant. Cowboy saloon and
two long rooming houses of about
twenty-fivroom each. The loss is
about $5,000, with $1,500 Insurance.
ly escap"d

CAN0T CATHARTIC

'

1!n. PlatM,

Pntotit. Tanto ftnrA. nofloM,
KoTor BlPkon, Wekin or Orlpo. 10 8s BOc. JJerer
old In hnlk. The
tahlst Unipd C C 0.
Uuarantoad to enra tannine
or your money back.

Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y, 343
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

the one vote was apainst the suspension of rules, made before the motion
for tii" passage of the ordinance.
MAHIN

ADV. AGENCY.

Few Figures Showing Remarkable
Growth.
The Mahln Advertising company
now ocuples the entire eighth floor of
the Williams building, 200 Monroe
Btreet, Cucago. Four years ago this
young agency commenced business
wit hflve persons.
Now It employes lli persons, only
thlrtce nof whom are solicitors, the
rest being necessary to execute all the
details of advertising in the high grade
style Instituted and maintained by the
Mahln Advertising company.
The new quarters give light on all
four sides and are handsomely fitted
for the magazine, newspaper, bill posting, painting, street car advertising,
literary, art, engraving, printing, accounting, checking and addressing departments. The total fiooor space Is
12,000 square feet.
A

e

BIDS ASKED FOR.

The largest and most complete stock of House Furnishing Goods in
the city. A complete stock of everything for prices below all competition.
Clean goods, right prices, square dealing. Ladies' Desks and Chairs,
Dressing Tables, or Chiffoniers.

Sealed bids will be received for excavating for bttement and for foundation and stone work for the Elks'
opera house. Full Information will be
furnished at the office of Rankin & Co.
112 North Second street. Bids to be
opened at 2 p. m., March 1st. A cer-- i
titled check fo.- - $500, must accompany
ail bids. Right reserved to reject any
and all bids.
BUILDING COMMITTEE,
J. D. Rankin, Chairman.

0.
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Bible Societies Hold icie. ation.
HE very best Domestic Swiss
Montreal, Que.. Feb. 13. The BritCheese, Brick Cheese, Llmburger
ish American auxiliaries of tiie British Cheese, American Full Cream Cheese,
and foreign bible society sent repre- all 20c lb. at the SAN JOSE MARKET.
sentatives to a convention here today
o
to discuss plans fur the part Canada
Supper served free at the Guards'
will take next year in the celebration dance at Grant hall hall tonight.
o
of the centenary of the founding of
the society. The movement has alThe Santa Fe will have colonist tickready taken strong hold on the British ets to California on sale April 1 to
public, and throughout the colonies, June 15, Inclusive, at rate of $25. It
and the celebration in Canada It Is will pay you to wait for our rates. Serconfidently expected will be heartily vice unsurpassed. F. L. Myers, agent.
taken up. A very influential deputao
AT LIBRARY HALL TONIGHT AT
tion will visit Canada next fall, to
give addresses In the principal cities. 8 O'CLOCK. FIFTY CENTS ADMISLOCAL HAPPENINGS.
X During their visit it is expected that SION.
o
a general convention will be held in
HED After Dinner Salted
some central locality, one of the in
03
Peanuts 20c lb., 51b. box 90c, Pe
teresting features of which will he an
Mr. James, principal of the boys' exhibition of some rare, early editions can Nut Meats 50c lb., Shelled Alschool at Bernalillo, was in the city of the bible,
Butter,
monds 50c lb. Try Nut-Le- t
yesterday.
sold only by the SAN JOSE MARKET.
o
Architect La Drlere has let the con- FOR RENT A four room neatly fur1008
nlshedhouse.
North Second
At Grant hall tonight. Guards'
tract for the plastering of the fine Harstreet.
dance. Supper served free.
nett block to William Cullodin. Work
on the building Is proceeding rapidly,
and It is understood the offices will be
ready to ocupy by May.
W. L. Covington and his bride, who
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
was formerly Mrs, M. I. Jeltz, were
OF THE
given a musical serenade by a number
of his young colored gentlemen friends
last night, all of whom are clever lingerers of the stringed Instrument.
L. B. Prince, president
N. M.
ALBUQUERQUE,
of the New Mexico .Historical society,
will deliver the first lecture of his
as rendered to Comptroller Currency at close of
course of three on the early history
business February 6, 1903.
of New Mexico on next Thursday eve
ning. The title of the lecture will be
RmmouRCcm.
$ 1,163,130.94
Loans and Discounts
"Romance of the Southwest."
46,720.31
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
The Citizen was in error yesterday
39,000.00
Banking House and Furniture
in the publication of the district court
$312,000.00
United States Bonds
proceedings. It should read E. V.
1,049,455.26
737,455.26
Cash and Exchange
Chaves, plaintiff, vs. Abran Abeyta and
Richard Abeyta, defendants, in which
$ 2,298,306.51
case the plaintiff was granted judgLIABILITItm.
ment in the amount of $5,522.35.
$ 224,634.00
Capital and Profits
The handsome new home of Mr. and
150,000.00
Circulation
Mrs. W. Y. Walton, West TIJeras ave1,923,672.51
Deposits
nue, la the scene of a most pleasant
afternoon card party loday. Mrs. Wal$ 2,298,306.51
ton Is host to a large number of lady
friends. She ia assisted in receiving
and entertaining by her daughter, Mrs.
Will Springer, and Miss Jeanette Walton. About twenty guests are present.
The Citizen is In receipt of a letter
from Dr. G. W. Harrison, who Is at
Santa Fe, correcting an error in the
report regarding the passing of the
ordinances repealing the changing of
If you
roomer or boarder call on us
the street names. The statement is
drop us a postal card
Beaven's coal office,
to the effect that the street naming
ordinances of the city were repealed
explain our plan.
call
and
you
will
and
on
we
unanimously. Not one vote against repeal when It ct.me up for passage, but
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

GROSS, ftELLV&CO.
(Incnrnnrntorli

'
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WHOLESALE

GROCERS

Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle

I

K. C. Baking Povtder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard ant Meats.

sPB-W-

III ,

I

.
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W. STRONG & SONS

W4

"

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAS

'"

VEGAS, N. M. AND GLORETA, N. M.

-

IF YOU ARE A STRANGER
In a strange land and need a doctor,
do you ring the first doctor's bell you

see, or make careful inquiry? If you
had to furnish the doctor's instruments for an operation ycu would see
that they were of a good make, strong
and sharp. How about drugs, the prescriptions, you long for him to effect
a cure with? You can't judge the quality of these, but must depend upon
the druggist's reputation. We are not
the "only druggists," but think our reputation will bear scrutiny.

1

r

Motice!

want a

at

or

Purdy
Grant
502 South First Street
&

One Rtfnute Cough Cure
For Cough., Colds and Croup.

GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Colorado Phone

Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Automatic Phone 45S.

63.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
Morel Looks Best! Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Most Economical! Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

ADVERTISE

THE,. DAILY

IN

"OLD RELIABLE"

CITIZEN

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, O rain
and Provisions.
Car lots s specialty

FARI

Carries tbs Largest
and n.tt Erteolv
Slock ol

StapledroceHeg
louod seutk west.

.

AND FREIGHT WAOONS.

Railroad Avenue

Albuuueraue

e

Eagle lUlop Wringers

-

It is not necessary to put your hand in the water.
Wrings Mop thoroughly and instantly
Call and see them
OurSpring stock is now complete in every line
Write us for prices

Agents, NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA

CO
WHITNEY
WHOLESALE HARDWARE

PLEASING

tt

CARRIAGES
SPRING WAGONS
Old

Hickory Farm. Wagons;?

MOWERS

...HOME COMFORT STEEL RANGES...

I

N

BUGGIES

11:5-115-11-

7

Hrst Street

Albuquerque, New Mexico

AND RAKES

HARNESS and SADDLES
Our Trices Trove a Saving to You.
Special

Attention Given to Out
Town Trsde. Write Us.

J. K0RBER & CO.

Albuquerque,

Of

New Mexico

THE ALBUQUEKQUE DA1LV CIT1ZKN THURSDAY FEH11UAK
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CONSUHPTION
most dreaded

Note"

All classified

'

n

vm

nrrw

'..Albert Faber..

dig-mip-

'

-

lnmumavmiiimMmn-ier-ry-

CLASS F Fl) AnR

and deadly of all
as well a nnpiimnm.
.ii
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by AeKera English Remedy "the
Inj, of all courfh cures." Cures coughs
am rolds In a lay 25 cents. Your
money back ir
satisfied. Write for
free sample. W. 11. Hooker & Co.,
Y.
H.
J.
N.
O Rlelly & Co.. and
buffalo
ll. II. Briggs A Co
the

-

19 190.1

advertisements

or ra'l.r "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
1ft nanti
IDT rlbillliritfiri .HT.nUonifilit.
In order to insure proper classification
II "liners" shnulil h
left al rht nf.
flee not later than S o'clock p. tn.

I
Fporlal Correspondence.
'
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Kansas City, Fob. 16. The run of
rattle hist wt-t'amounted to 33,500
head, an inrre.io of 33 per cent over
Hesdquarlers for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets
and
the last wet'k a year ago.
40-ce- nt
Other
PERSONAL
PMOPERTY
LOANS.
House Furnishing Goods.
western itiarV-twere well supplied, (ft 5.00; western sheep, $4.75(fJ5.ro;
and the result was t.iat the demand, native lambs. $4.74fr5.to;
western
which Is Rood, was not lip to the offer- lambs, $4.75 7.00.
ings, and the wrek was characterized
Will cause n satisfied smile wherever used.
On Furniture, Pianos, organs, Morses.
by the lowest market for some time.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
Wagons and other Chattels, tlso on
Corn fed stcrs declined the most, losSalaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One I m
looking for these things.
h
ing from IS to 40 cents: good cows lost
Chicago. III., Feb l't Wheat May, to twelve
months time Is given.
the leat, from 10 to 15 cents. Heavy "'S8 "74c; July. 73iH74c.
iii
delay
Wiuout
and strictly private.
i
fteders and common stackers declined
Corn May,
4:'.ic; July, 44c. Goods remain in your possession. GKT II
VVUOUII
20 to 30 rent, and good Blockers sold
May. 35 c; July, 32 c.
Oats
OL'R HATES before borrowing.
214 W. Railroad Ave
well, losing very l'ttle. Canners sold
Fork May, $17.i',;,; July. $17.05.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
j.
(lull and lost more than good cows.
Feb.. $9.6Jia; May. $!.i:; 'i fi
a large assortment of F'oor
OPEN EVENINGS.
Hulls were sin v sale most of the time, 9.65.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO., '
Ctni Tini , comprising all the
but did not make much of a loss.
Ribs May, $9.05; July, $i.5o.
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant nuilding,
Kecelpts of western range stuff were
OUR FURNITURE MUST BE RIGHT
305 West Railroad Avenue.
latest
Wenves and coloring in
STOCKS, MONEY AND METAL.
small and prices generally followed
In price and quality to be able to sell
the trend of native stuff. A few ColoAxminster, Velvet. Milton,
WANTED.
New York, Feb. 19. Closing stocks:
to a Japanese nobleman for shipment
rado stockers arrived the first of the
Moquette, I?ody and Tapestry
WAN niv To rent, three or four-rooto Japan. Thla we done thin last week,
week nnd sold from $3.75ffi3.90. Some Atchison
nouse furnished or unfurnished. "A.
147
heavy steers sold at $1.00. On Wed- New York Central
viz.:
One quartered and flaked oak
Brussels ami Ingrain.
it.." care Citizen.
c.Sij
nesday 1,000 to 1,200 cows sold at $3.15 Southern Pacific
dresser and bedstead, one Leggett and
Union Pacific
WANTED
a
day
the
Light
and
same
28
head,
bunch
Mi"s
housekeeping
of
rooms.
Piatt bed spring, cne air felt silk floss
I nion Pacific, prl n ed
weighing 849 pounds, sold at $3.10.
94 4
v. l.. care citizen.
1
....
mattress. This Jap had been all around
o c? ,
ir
Other sales of cows were at $2."5
i.'. o.
,J.Vfc4
i mi
oirti
nr.uHiion as companion to
the world anil didn't see anything to
V. S. Steel, preferred
2.90.
SS
elderly lady; no objection to assuit him until he reached our store.
The heavy norm of Saturday night
sisting in housework;
reference
Linoleum, Oil Cloth, China 'and Japan Matting
Metal Market.
given. Address V. F., Dally Citizen.
and Sunday tat down receipts today
New York. Feb.
ead
Quiet; WANTED A girl at 610 South Broadand prices were 10 to 15 cents higher
Copper Flim;
here, regardless of a lower market at $412
way. Mrs. J. C. Baldrldge.
$12.9" ft
LARGEST VARIETY AND THE LOWEST PRICES
Co.
eastern points. Wt stern stockers and $13.00.
WANTED A good girl; good wages.
West EnJ Viaduci
feeders of the best kinds sold almost
Mrs. Ed Roaenwald, 717 Copper ave
Money Market.
If not nuite s high as last Monday.
nue
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenu.
New York. Feb. 19 Money on call WANTED Girl to do housework, no
Forty-seveColorado stockers, weigh-'nC0OaKDaxKOIK
per cent. Prime mer887 pounds, sold at $4.35 today. steady at 2
washing or Ironing. Inquire Imme
FOR BREAKFAST OR DINNER
paper
per
cantile
at 3ifi5'j
cent. Sildiately at No. 423 North Second
Some heavy cows brought $3.25. Other
street. Mrs. F. E. Sturges
sales of feeders were at $3."53.85. ver, 4S'i.
WANTED Few experienced coal dig
Four hundred nnd two cars of stockers
HOTEL ARRIVAL3.
there's nothing like a rich, juicy and and feeders
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
gers at Carthage coal mines. Ad
went to country uointa
tender rib beef steak. It warms the last week, as aginst 247 cars the same
dress
H.
A.
Hilton,
San
Antonio,
Alvarado.
cockles of your heart you never tire week a year ago.
N. M.
Victor B. Bloom, New York; Miss
Buyers
a
supply
have had
better
of r. R. Smith, W. A. McUrew, Denver; WANTED Agents with knowledge of
of it. We supply the palate-ticklincity trade; others may write; good
sort. To be sure you want a change sheep at their disposal the nast week A W. Wells, E! Paso; Stanley B. Weld
than formerly, but (he receipts were Boston; J. W. Gibson, 1). o. West, W.
inducements to responsible parties
once and again. Here we are with not more than
s
Address Boyer Bitters Co.,
equal to the J. McGuire, Chicago: A. Morrison, J.
.
wmsiULO. IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINrtS A COGNAC.
choice cuts of everything to be found demand. The run today was liberal, C.
East Fifth street, Cincinnati. Ohio
Brown, Kamns Citv: II. B. Mitchell,
Tha Coolest and Highest Grada of Lagar served.
but killeis were out early and all Emlenton. Pi.: Jas. Jordan. St. Louis: WANTED Housekeeper and cook for
in a first class meat market.
family of two. Apply 601 North
classes, including ewes, which were A. S. Rankin. Topeka;
Finest
and Best Imported and Domestic Clgare
Frank Fulner
becond street.
more or less inac tive last week, were
and wife, Abingdon, 111.; J. J. Wall, WANTED Several persons
of charac
J 30 to 15 cents higher than the close
of wife and child, Buhler, Kan.; F. Fran
ter and good reputation In each state
.
!lnt
..
I!
...ol, NT,,.,!...11
,cf-- t
up
lings
aoiu
fai
cis X. Tommaslnl, L. Meyers, Toronto,
(one In this county requlredi to reo
to $5.70 Thursday and Friday. A. J. Ont.; Wm. M.
Smith. Kansas City; C.
resent and advertise otd established
Knollln had 289 western lambs on the A. Werden. New
York: H .1. Schnei
wealthy business house of solid fin
market today, fed at Hutchinson. Kan., der, C. G. Shepard. Chicago; Mrs.
anclal standing. Salary $21.00 week
wh'ch weighed 74 pounds, and sold at Whitfield. Boston; Henry
Dechent. W.
ly with expenses additional, all nay
$6.25. O. W. Culp, Sccttsville, Kan., H.
AT
Bufflington, San Francisco; V. C.
able In cash direct each Wednesday
sold 332 western wethers today, 78 Ricker,
Dayton, O.; Miss D. Iulse
LIVING PRICRS
from head offices. Horse and car
pounds, at $5.00. F. L. Miller, of Ala- - Wentwoith, Chicago; H.
H. Helm and
riago furnished when necessary
meaa, Kan., had 601 western ewes, family,
Prescott.
References. Enclosed
which sold today at $5.00, weighing
Sturges' European.
EXTRA BARGAINS IN
envelope. Colonial Co., Caxton Bldg
102
pounds.
Other sales today were
above numbers
the clock and ring,
T.
Chicago.
E.
Greeley,
Colo.;
Farr,
W.
F.
D. Mcintosh, of Las Animas, 242 Colo
Iron Beds,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
rr.do ewes, weighing 96 pounds, at Hughes, Denver; C. L. Jones, Pueblo;
FOH RENT.
Nat
$1.50; M. P. Rhodes, of Las Animas. Pierce Rohour, Danville, 111.;
C.
numbers please call
F. Adams, FOR RENT One furnished
once
the tickets.
255 Colorado lambs, weighing 66 Straw, Magdalena;
front
Pueblo; M. Howell. Jr., San Francisco:
room. Address X, this office.
rounds, at $6.25.
AND ESPECIALLY IN
J.
I.aubach,
John
Vegas;
S.
Las
East
t UK
Shippers should bear In mind that
KENT Very desirable sunny
Gugenhelm,
Chicago;
J. T. Lindsay,
Oak Ranges
room. Bath. Private family. Ad
sheep and lambs coming to Kansas
City are generally not as large or as St. Louis; Dennis Hagerty, Tama,
dress this office.
Granite-wai- e
Crockery,
good quality :is those going to markets Iowa.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
Hotel Highland.
light housekeeping, 622 West Rail
north of this po!nt. and therefore ton
and Tinware
Anna Hanson. Josephine Hanson,
sales here miy not seem as high as at
road avenue. Inquire In the brick
some other oolnts. Sheen and lambs. Chicago; Chas. W. Uhrey, Cincinnati.
part.
THIRD STREET
however, are bringing as much if not
Metropolitan.
EASY PAYMENTS.
more, here, than the same quality
FOR SALE.
H. M. Richards, Frisco, N. M.; M. A.
would bring at other points.
Dawson, Owenton, Ky.; A. Van de FOR
SALE From one to 100 hives of
New and Second Hand Goods, Bought,
Greyn, Chicago; B. JL Tallant, Denver.
Inquire of Robert Miller, 1520
WOOL MARKET.
.bees.
Sold and Exchanged.
Gi'and Central.
South Third street; Old 'Phone 189;
W. K. Shaw, Los Angeles; James
St. Louis.
can also Inquire of J. L. Althelmer.
AUkornnre$n
St. IxjuIs, Feb. 19. Wool Weak. Malloy; Rev. Leo G. Davis Pueblo; FOR SALE Stock in one of the best
H.
Louis
Freeman, Kansas City; Mar
Territory and western medium, 17
building and loan associations In
garet Davis, Edith N. Klock. Miriam
coarse. 1315V4
18; fine,
iftAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.
the territory for 50 per cent of
Eskridse. Sau Francisco.
117 GOLD AVENUE.
amount actually paid in. Address
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
A. T.. this office.
LIBRARY
CONCERT.
TONIGHT
FOR SALE Covered Concord buggy,
AT 8 O'CLOCK SHARP.
Kansas City,
EMIL KLEINWORT,
slng.e and double, with tongues and
Kansas City, Feb. 19. Cattle Re
harness. Address Sol Block, this
MASONIC BDILMNG.
ceipts 6.000, including 1,600 Texans.
N. THIRD 8TBKK
The Ladles' Auxiliary to the
city.
Market steady to strong.
Native
T
L1
AT AT
Brotherhood of Locomotive EiieI- M A
FOR SALE Small saddle pony, sadsteers, $3.255.35; Texas and Indian
neers, will give a ball at Colom- dle and brlJle. Inquire at Room 11.
steers $2.754.10; Texas cows $1.90
bo hall, March 12.
Tickets, In- Englewood House.
2.30; native cows and heifers, $1.85
eluding
$1.00; la- refreshments,
MEXIC O.
4.10; stockers
and feeders, $3.00
dies free.
Try the home-madscientific bread
4.65; bulls, $2.004.15: calves. $2.50
U S.
at the Woman's Exchange; loaves 5
6.50; western bteers,$3.105.50; westDepository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-pak- a
o
cents each. If you wUh good cake, pie,
ern cows. $1.K03.50.
PRESCRIPTIONS I
go
doughnuts
or
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
cookies
to
Wo
the
Sheep Receipts 3,000. The market
man's Exchange.
Remember every
is strong. Muttons, $3. 50 6.00; lambs,
tICJIT.
Authorized Capital
Use our pure home rendered lard Saturday
Boston Brown bread and
$500,000.00
$3.606.58 ' range wethers, $3.00
COOL.
Mutual Telephone 43.
simply
down
boiled
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
the
from
baked
beans.
fat
north
meat
Wedncsdavs
idea.
5.80;
ewes,
to Weir.
Ey
$3.255.40.
$200,000.00
ern corn fed hogs, absolutely pure
On Tuesdays and Thursdays salt rising
a pressure on
Renin
No. 203 West Railroad Avenue
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Chicago.
goes
Severe.!
all
oil
lard
in,
or
the
left
k.
Ear
on
Always
farther
a
bread.
i
hand full stock of
Chicago, Feb. 19. Cattle Receipts
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presiHernia
sunderstrant.
Albuquerqu, N. 11.
10,000. Market steady. Good to prime than any lard you can buy. Guaran Health Foods. Woman's Exchange.
riib Comfort.
Never moves. I
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
give
perfect satisfaction.
323 Second street.
steers, $5.505.75: poor to medium. teed to
H. F. Raynolds,
pound
$ ,50
palls
A B. McMillan.
$3.254.40; stockers and feeders, $2.30
pound pails
75 ITALIAN BAND BALL
4.30; cows. $1.404.30: heifers 12 25
10 pound paiU
GRANT HALL
1.45
6.00; canners,
$1.402.50: bulls.
TOMORROW NIGHT,
2.70
$2.405.0O; calves. $3.004.80; Texas 20 pound pails
SAN JOSE MARKET.
PI MAURO'S ORCHESTRA
fed steers, $3.505.25.
Sheep Receipts 12.000. Sheen and
Stopovers
In
will
be
Call
allowed
Subscribe for The Citizen.
SAKPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
lambs strong. Good to choice wethers. fornia via Santa Fe April 1 to June 15
$5.00
5.75; fair to choice mixed, $3.75 103 F. L. Myers, agent.
Finest

The Groceries you buy here are just right.
The best quality at a f;iir price.

Our

Coffee

HONEY TO LOAN

We Are Showing for the.
.
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45-f-

A. J. MALOY,
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Futrelle Furniture

ZKIGER CAFE

BAR AND CJLUB ROOMS

two-third-

Wm. Farr.

339-34-

i

FURNITURE

245 and 300

The

draw

Springs

at

andMattresses

with

Charter

Rflaynard,

The Jeweler

Meat Market

sad 8a Hcas

Borradaile & Co.

1317;

AMERICAN

B.

SILVER
TRUSS.
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RUPPE.
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
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I)AJNi

DEPOSITORY

e

c

IBtM...........1mttpt

TH 1ST.

Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

120 W.

DEALERS IN

Old Phone 247

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

J. H, 0'RIELLY &

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian

CO.

Free Delivery to all

Sole

Parts

SELLING OUT AT COST!

stents for 5sn Antonio Llrru.
of the City.

this week only our complete line of Ladies'
Purses, Pocket Books and Bill Books. Now

North Third Street

7

isthetimetobuy..35 to 80 per centdiscount

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
T. Q. AHES, Proprietor.
Dealer in Stoves, Tin and

ggntt

Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron Work to Order

AH

STREET

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

I

.

H. O'Rielly

k Co.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216

Styles of Hats
iHave Arrived...

ONE NIGHT SPECIAL

MONDAY, FEB'Y

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE

315 SECOND

to

rV

Qoods.

LI000RS.

....SPRING....

COLOMBO HALL

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.

Toti & Gradi
GROCERIES AND

ELMO

''BBiBBBMBMBBaBBa'BanaamniBB

23

Direct From Los Angeles to
Cincinnati!

MR. JAMES NEILL
And

the Incomparable Neill
Company, Presenting

"HON. JOHN GRIGSBY"
Sol

Smith

Russell's

Last and Best

Comedy Success.

Notwithstanding the magnitude

We are now Agents for A. Garland
Suits. See
Samples in Our Window....
Hade-to-Ord- er

of

the attraction there will be no
advance in prices.

Prices: 50c 75c, $1

....M.

MANDELL....

The Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.

Seats on Sale Wednesday Morninn.
February 18, at Matson's.

9

f

THE AL1JUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN THURSDAY

G
the squelching of Senator Deverldge
Beveridge.

X

AMUSEMENT8.
3k

X
X

LIBRARY BENEFIT TONIGHT.
Fine Program Will Be Rendered In
Library Hall This Evening.
Edith Norman Klock made a success In ber songs. Her voice Is a
of much sweetness and
power and of fresh ringing quality,
and ber appearance and manner wholly natural and pleasing, and she will
doubtless become a favorite here.
San Francisco Dramatic Review.
I take pleasure in recommending
Miss Miriam Eskrldge as a very entertaining and Impressive reader and
character delineator. I have heard
tier on several occasions and have
been delighted with the ease, versatility and naturalness of her delivery.
Her audences are always captivated.
I wish especially to recommend her
for the spirit of purely and chaste
sentiment that characterise her readings. L. A. Lowther, Superintendent
of Schools,. Kansas City, Mo.
A

tnez2o-sopran-

o

LOSING FLlibll.

Is

THE LOAFER.
Arc you losing floh? If
hang alKHit the streets all day,
so. better consult vcr.r doctor
At ulght I hang about;
I Ic will tell you the
I sleep a little, when I may,
at onc.
Hut rise betimes the morning's scout,
We can Movide the
cause.
For through the year I always hear
Afar, aloft, a ghostly shout.
reined v, which
is Scott's

DUNBAR'S

oil.
A young woman in Ratavia
writes in she hr.d lost twenty-fiv- e
pounds in three months,
From cavernous and shaggy brows
My stony eyes untroubled stare.
and her lungs were seriously
affected.
She took three botI move from eastern wretchedness
Through Fleet street and the Strand; tles of Scott's Emulsion and
And as the pleasant people pass
gained fifteen pounds, and
I touch them Boftly with my hand,
Perhaps to know that I still go
was able to resume her work.
E1v.ul.sic.1

cf

cod-livf-

r

& Rio

Grande System

DENVER A RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE A SANTA FE

Denver

I

My clothes are worn to thread and
loops :
My skin shows here and there;
About my face like sea weed droops
My tangled beard, my tangled hair;

FEBRUARY 19 1903

REAL
ESTATE

COLUMN

The

THE rOPULAIJ LINE TO

NEW TELEPHOI.'E, No. 493.
Money to Loan on uooa Real Estate
Security at Lew Rates of

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Cgden, liutte, Helena, Sin Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and aso
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

Interest

FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
.. ..TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.. ..
stable, up to date; Third street.
brick, on South
FOR RENT
The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
Fourth street; $15 per month.
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Paclfis Coast.
brick, East RailFOR RENT
road avenue; $18 per month.
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
adobe, corner
Alive about a living land.
FOR RENT
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
avenue
street.
Lewis
Williams
and
City, Ogden, Portland, 8an Francisco and Los Angeles.
Sample.
for
I'rre
Snd
I know no handicraft, no art,
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
I earl it, N. Y.
SCOTT & noVNE, Chemist,
But I have conquered fate;
DINING
CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS
Market; $12.
For I have chosen the better part,
2
street,
RENT
AI.e,
ToUio,
South
Second
FOR
of
dealer
a coal
Uoichl
And neither hope, nor fear, nor hate, has deposited $"io in a local bank,
J. A. EDSON, Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
houses; modern Improvements; 6
With placid breath on pain and death, with Instructions that It la to remain
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
each,
rooms
$20 per month.
at
My certain alms, alone I wait.
S. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.
there at compound Interest for 250 FOR RENT Furnished rooms In good
Davidson.
John
JAMES NEILL.
years. Whichever of his posterity is
locations.
SALE Fine place;
possessed
FOR
a
become
alive
will
of
may
then
cause
the
pin
a
scratcn
The
oi
Will Appear Next Monday Night at
frame house, corner Third street
loss of a limb or even death when blood big fortune.
Colombo Hall.
and Baca avenue; price, $1,600.
poisoning results from the Injury. All
FOR SALE New cement built house,
"Hon. John Grigsby," in which danger of this may be avoided, howA Legacy of the Grip.
-water heated, tinted Inside aud out,
system. WeakJnmes Nelll and company will be seen ever, by promptly applying ChamberIs often a
every
respect;
8
In
ennext
antiseptic
an
on
is
Balm.
and
nervousness,
appetite,
of
at
It
Colombo
Pain
hall
lain's
ness,
city
lac.
in this
rooms and bath room; brick sideMonday night. Is a play with a quaint, and unequalled as a quick healing lini ergy atd amoitlon, with disordered
cuts,
burns.
ment
bruises
and
For
kidneys
for
liver and
often follow an atwalk, Bluher system, on corner.
homely flavor and a central characsale by all druggists.
tack of this wretched disease. The
Price, $5,500.
ter endowed with the
greatest
need then is Electric Bitters,
spirit of honesty and chivalry and
"Headsman" Brlstow, the fourth as- the splendid tonic, lood purifier and FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on
a corner, near shops; lots 50x142
touched with the mellowness and sistant postmaster general, denies the regulator of stomach, liver and kidfeet. Price, $1,100.
cheer of the middle of the last cen- story that he is about to lose his own neys. Thousands have proved thui
tury. It has stolen Into the affections official uead.
they wonderfully strengthen the ner- FOR SALE Corner lot, 50x100 feet,
everywhere who like
Hazeldlne avenue and Third street.
of theater-goerves, build up the system, and restcre
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
of excellent
to health and good spirits after an at- FOR SALE; 4 lots corner Lead ave
delineation
DeWitt's Witch Hazel 8alve.
character
nue and First street.
The only positive cure for blind, tack of grip. If suffering, try them.
quality.
brick house,2 lots
Before half an act Is over Sol Smith bleeding, Itching and protruding plies, Only 60c. Perfect satisfaction guar FOR SALE
50x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
Russell sticks out of "Hon. John cuts, burns, bruises, eczema and all anteed by all druggists.
RUNS
Grigsby.' It is. In fact, a three act abrasions of the skin. DeWitt's Is the
$1,800. A bargain.
,
Sir
is to lie suc
American comedy, written by Charles only Witch Hazel Salve that Is made ceeded as commander-in-chie- who
Lodging
16
rooms
FOR
SALE
house
f
In India
witch by
Klein, for Mr. Russell, and by him from the pure, unadulterated
at a bargain.
is familiarly known
Kitchener,
Lord
Lamgdon
Mlt
on
played
the road.
hazel all others are counterfeits.
tiood business lots on
6 feet 5 inches in t uk
as
P.
is
He
iong
chell has "done it over" somewhat for DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve Is made to height.
Gold avenue.
Mr. Nelll and, with that actor as a cure counterfeits are made to sell.
"THE FASTEST EVER"
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
star will be seen for the first time In B. H. Brlggs & Co., and S. Vann & Son.
avenue and Third street.
One Minute Cough Cure gives relief
....TO....
this city. It amuses and touches
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
A Kansas man refers to Captain Hob-son- , In one minute, because It kills the mi
everywhere and had a reception such
bargain;
street
at
a
house
City,
and
stable
Memwho has resigned from the navy, crobe which tickles the mucous mem
8f would be accorded a play of its kind
on land about three miles out; will
as the "hero of Merrlmac and merry-smac- brane, causing the cough, and at the
which was liked spendldly.
sell for part cash and balance at 8
same time clears the phlegm, draws
fame."
The merit cf the pieces lies in the
per cent.
out
the
Inflammation
and
heals
and
central character, John Grigsby. The
FOR SALE On a desirable corner In
A Mother's Recommendation
Call on Agent for full information
parts.
Minsoothes
affected
the
One
burden of the Btory is his triumph
Fourth ward,
brick house.
I have used Chamberlain's
Cough
N.
A.
BROWN,
G. P. A., E.
over corrupt and malicious political Remedy for a number of years and ute Cough Cure strengthens the lungs,
System, El Paso, Texas.
with bath room and all modern con
With the scenes laid in have no hesitancy in saying that It Is wards oft pneumonia and is a harmless
enemies.
veniences,
light,
etc.;
stable,
electric
.
never
failing
and
cure
In
all
curable
Illinois, in 1849, the quaintness of the best remedy for coughs, colds and
cement sidewalks and lawn.
Grigsby, his aptness for tiding over a croup I have ever used In my family. cases of coughs, colds and croup. One FOR SALE On North First street. 3
climax with a funny story and his I have not words to express my confi Minute Cough Cure Is pleasant to take,
room frame house, 2 lots 60x142 feet, 3
broad humanity, which cause him to dence in this remedy. Mrs. J. A. harmless and good alike for young and
for $1,100; can be bought on install&
by
old.
B.
Briggs
Moore,
Mich.
H.
Co.,
For
S.
North
sale
and
Star,
Vann
see the humor in situations
that
ments If purchaser desires.
& Son.
would dismay another, suggest Lin- ail druggists.
FOR
SALE 10 acres near the new
o
coln. Him the authoor doubtless had
Beecher: Children are unconscious
woolen mill; also some acreage on
F. A. Jones, e. rvt., C. E.
in mind.
philosophers. They refuse to pull to
Consulting Mining Engineer
North Fourth street.
ThU quaintness, this droll way of pieces their enjoyments to see what Field assistant U. 8. Geological Surve) FOR SALE
brick house and
meeting danger Mr. Nelll is said to they are made of.
Albuquerque, N. 14.
bath room; good stable, chicken
Correspondence solicited.
bring out with an art whose charm
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
lays in its quiet methods.
The Easy Pin.
There are
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
lawyer
Early
is
DeWitt's
do
Little
not
touched
Risers
scenes in wh'.eh the
is a snap.
with sorrow or roused to anger, and gripe nor weaken the system. They
FOR
SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
to these the actor is said to do full cure biliousness, Jaundice, constipation
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
above the level of the sea. and the heat of the lower altitudes Is sever
justice.
and Inactive livers, by arousing the sePeople cannot help worrying when
Highlands.
In
$1,800.
Price,
feet.
experienced.
Aimough not generally known summer is the very
their nerves are weak. That feeling of
The advanced sale of seats for Mr. cretions, moving the bowels gently, yet
languor, dullness and exhaustion la
brick house,
FOR SALE Fine
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
Neill's engagement commenced at O. effectively, and giving such tone and
the fearful condition which often pre
North Fourth street; bath room;
cedes insanity. The power to work or
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
strength to the glands of the stomach,
A. Matson's this morning.
stua aimtmsnesana dennonuencv de
with 4 lots, Btable, etc., fine cement
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nl&-lovely.
ver and bowels that the cause of the
presses the mind night and day.
walks.
Tendency of the Times.
If vou are suffering the tortures of
trouble Is removed entirely.
Between
pretty
music,
the
customs
flowers
These
and
the
of car
the
Nervous
Debility,
la
knowing
no
there
Is
4
FOR SALE One mile out, acres of
The tendency of medical science
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornhow soon you may decline to something
The best famous little pills exert a decided tonic
good, highly cultivated land, with
toward preventive measu-e- s.
get
more
can
But
you
weir
horrible.
ings,
cooling
and
sea breeies of day, one becomes so entranced
the
The youthful strength, buoyancy and
thought of the world is being given to effect upon the organs involved, and It
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
with the beauty of this country as to never foiget his trie undor
happiness can be restored by the use of
-the subject. It is easier and better to their use is continued for a few days
Good house and stable. The place
White
The
Umbrella."
has been fully there will be no return of the trouble.
prevent than to cure.
is In a fine location, near Mountain
demonstrated that pneumonia, one of B. H. Briggs & Co.. and S. Vann & Son.
Road; was formerly called the Mid-valthe most dangerous jlseases that medproperty; will be sold cheap.
Patti clings to the farwell tour habit
ical men have to contend with, can
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
be prevented by the use of Dr. Cham- with the same tenacity that Mayor
good lodging and boarding house.
berlain's Cough Remedy. Pneumonia Carter Harrison of Chicago clings to
They hare cured thousands, and we
FOR
SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
always results from a cold or from an the reuomlnatlon habit.
bave so much cou6deuce in them that
with oath room, furnished; ia Highwe give au iron clad guarantee with a
attack of influenza (grip), and It has
Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to
S5.00 order.
been solved that this remedy counter- . .Acker's Blood Elixer positively cures
lands; splendid location; trees, stapoints in Mexico.
Call on or address,
acts any tendency of these diseases to- chronic blood poisoning and all scrofa
ble, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; term:,
8nt anywhere In plain packnge. $1.00
per box, 6 lioxes for In 00. Hook free.
ward pneumonia. This has been fully lous affections. At all times a match
W. D. MURDOCK,
W. C. MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON,
cash $50., balance on Installments
Address Peal Msoicuia Co., Cleveproven in many thousands of cases less system tonic purifier. Money reC. A., El Paso.
A. O. & P. A., Mexico
O. F. & P.
land, Ohio.
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
in which this remedy ha3 been used funded if you are not satlrf.ed. 50c
In
For sale by B. H. 1 rlfigs & Co.
until paid.
during the years, and can be relied
c&CBsaaaxfocfaoaxx
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
upon with Implicit confidence. Pneu- and fl. J. H. O'Reilly & C and B.
rooms and bath room; electric lights,
monia often results from a slight cold II. Briggs & Co.
and all modern Improvements, In a
when no danger is apprehended until
put
In
too
President Roosevelt has
fine location. Price, $5,600.
it is suddentiy discovered that there many
days practicing the arts ot self
is fever and difficulty in breathing and
FOR
S.LE The Kimball place, on
Am
pains in the chest, then it Is announced defense not to be able to side-stehouse;
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
on
swing.
pneumonia,
basBador
lie
has
Herbert's
patient
arbitration
the
that
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
207 West Gold Avenue.
Chamberlain's
and
take
safe
side
the
Price, $2,250.
A Weak Stomach
Cough Remedy as soon as the cold Is
FOR
SALE $1,000, house and lot cn
sale
cures.
body
a
always
causes
For
dis
weak
invites
and
contracted. It
Third street, between TIJeras roaa
by all druggists.
ease. Kodol Dyspepsia cure cures ana
and Marquette avenue; good loca"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlingstrengthens the stomach, and wards off
r
Frank Miller, direct descendant of and overcomes disease. J. B. Taylor, a
tion for business.
ton uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
male
first
the
Adams,
and
Quincy
John
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
Chrlesman,
of
rominent
merchant
is
States,
dressmaker in the Cnited
park, on West Copper avenue, good
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
Texas, says: "I could not eat because
brlcK. uouse, with all modera imsoldier." Nebraska City News.
dead in New York.
of a weak stomach. I lost all strength
provements and will be sold cheap.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
run
weight.
All
In
down
and
that
,
Now.
Buy it
uvick house near
FOR SALE
Do not wait until you or some of money could do was done, but all hope
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
shops, with good stable and other im
nur lamily are sick nigh unto death, of recovery vanished. Hearing of some
provements,
be
corner;
on
will
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
sold
a
Chamberalln's
and then send for
wonderful cures effected by use of
at a bargain.
rolic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Kodol, I concluded to try it. The first
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
Lut buv it now and be prepared for an bottle benefited me, and after taking
cmereenrv. It is the one remedy that four bottles I am fully restored to my
corner ot Seventh and Roma avenue,
an alwavs lJ depended upon in the
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
B.
weight
health."
strength,
and
usual
For
cases.
dangerous
tist severe and
FOR SALE 4 room frame house on
GOETTINQ
Proprietors.
CO.,
&
WM.
&
&
S.
Briggs
Son.
Vann
Co.,
and
H.
ale by an druggists.
North Fifth Btreet; $1,000; good lo
17th
Office,
cation.
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Kaid Sir Harry Maclean, command
It a D. Sankey, who used to travel
on
corner
"
army,
a
lots
SALE
FOR
poor
fine
Some
is
Sausage
making
specialty.
Moorish
of
the
a
Moody,
is
in
Evangelist
with
G. W. VALLERY, General A'ent
West Coal avenue; also some good
ordered to give up Scotchman, and ia the only Christian
health and has
1903
1882
ranches for sale.
I
DENVER.!
Me home on Lone Island for a drier who has openly crossed the Oianla
SALE $2,750, lodging and boardFOR
of
tomb
visited
sacred
the
and
Pass
climate.
ing house in a good location and cen
Mulai All Shereef. in the Tafilet (lis
trally situated, near depot and shops
Cut this out and take it to any drug trlct.
Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
tore and get a free sample ot cnam
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
Millions Put ta Work.
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
avenue and Seventh Btreet.
the best physic. They cleanse and in
The wonderful activity of the new
Granite Flour.
brick house; lot
FOR SALE
vlgorate the stomach, Improve the ap century is shown by tn enormous de
50x142 feet: $1,600.
Staple and Fancy Groceries FOR
iietite and regulate the bowels. Reg mand for the world's best workers
house, North Sec
SALE
The Great Republican
Q-- f
ular tize, 25r. per box.
Dr. King's New Life Pills. For con214 South Second Street.
o
ond street; 2 lots for $1,100.
headache,
biliousness,
stipation,
sick
Paper of America
.
Hunilirecht-Altlieuteuant
a
rarnn
with
or any trouble of stomach, liver or Hllsboro Creamery Butter Best on FOR SALE Brick bouse,
2
bargain
a
lots,
postofflce,
at
in the Saxon Horse guards, has bee
south
kidneys they're unrivaled. Only 25c
Earth.
The Great News
FOR SALE 4 room frame house on
annotated tutor to the crown prince' at all drug stores.
Delivery
Free
Oiderg
Solicited.
paper o( the World.
who
M.
o
Giron.
of
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
cbib'.ren In place
Attention Sportsmen.
FOR SALE Fine property close In
sloped with the crown princess of
Two dogs (one setter, one pointer),
brick house and stable, modern im
tiaxony.
Pole
11 months old, well trained, stanch on
provements; alfalfa, lots of fruit
Almost equal to a Dally at tbe price of a Weekly. Tbe latest telegraphic
quail, perfect retrievers from land or
wind mill and tank; will be sold Dews form all parts ot the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and CorWe would much sooner give
water, very useful In the pursuance
CIGARS
AND
LIQUORS
FINE
cheap.
rect Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and Instructive reading matwinter goods away than pack 'em
of wounded big game, good all around
FOR SALE Lodging house. 12 room
away.
ter (or every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Your chance Monday,
very
reasondogs,
a
hunting
for sale at
Beer.
Standard
Lemp's
for
Agents
cheap.
Goo1
Sole
location;
February 16. LION STORK.
Journal. Two papers every week- One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
able price. Write for particulars to
FREE.
Alex von Kleber, Gran Qulvlra,
CHAS. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
Tajlque. Valencia county, New
Apparently the only person in Wash
213 South Cecond Street.
Mexico.
of
Louis, Mo.
THE GLOBE PRINTINQ CO.,
iugton who is not fully rugnizant

Citizen

Job
Office

live-roo-

THE

run-dow-

The Citizen Job

Office is prepared to

turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders

s

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

Power-Palmer-

TO THE NORTH AND EAST

sale

Kansas

out-of-to-

mers given special

attention.

Blanks
of all kinds on hand
m'min?,raa.l 63b ate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

St. Louis, Chicago or

phis and Principal Points.

k

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

The Latest
Type Faces
for cards,' circulars,
letter heads, enve- lopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

80 in Mexico City

Weak Nerves

for

custo-

j
j
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The Mexican Central

i

The Union
Market

p

A badge of

the

Burlington.
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Ticket

F. G.

Pratt &

1039

St

Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest 8
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

Blank
Books
The CITIZEN is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Book
Binding

guaranteed.
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the waters of these famous springs.
The Santa Rosa stage which left
here yesterday morning, hadn't been
heard from at a late hour this afternoon, though a telegram states that It
had failed to reach Its destination. It

Yir

Ccl

Sinner

Salt

Mate at

required five horses to bring the stage
from Chaves to Gallinas Springs on
the way up, a distance of forty-fivmiles, the snow ranging In depth from
twenty-twInchcB to three feet.

WILLIAM

GLEASNER
THE TAILOR
216

SMtl
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READY

-

MIXED PAINT

Gallon covers aou 8quars Feet
TWO COATS

On

fcftiMTERTs

Supplies.

m

t.

w.

Syrup

of

-

Beccvvisc

fls

Its component parts are all wholesome.
It acts gently without unpleasant
It is wholly free from objectionable substances.
after-effect- s.

From the Optic.
It contains the laxative principles of plants.
Mrs. Gus Iehman Is confined to her
It contains the carminative principles of plants.
home, slightly Indisposed.
Hay is now selling at $18 a ton and
It contains wholesome aromatic liquids which are
the price of beef has gone up a notch
agreeable and refreshing to the taste.
It is pure.
In sympathy.
A number of cattle are reported to
All are pure.
It is gentle.
have died from the severe cold, at the
AU
are delicately blended.
Pagosa pastures east of town.
It is pleasant.
Miss Alice Bailey, of
Hugh Hlckerson has accepted a poAll are skillfully and scientifically compounded.
It is efficacious.
Atlanta, Qa., tells how she was sition with the plumbing branch of the
Gehring
J.
Frank
establishment.
Its value is due to our method of manufacture
permanently cured of inflammaIt is not expensive.
Miss Grace Roseberry Is again atand to the originality and simplicity of the
tion of the ovaries, escaped sur- tending to her duties as cashier for
It is good for children.
combination.
marRoseberry
geon's knife, by (akin? Lydia E. the Detterlck ft
meat
It is excellent for ladies.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. ket.
To get its beneficial effects buy the genuine.
The Santa Fe Presbytery have in
" I had snfTered for throe years with contemplation
It is convenient for business men.
a
the
of
erection
ment.t
cf
tho
time
paiin
terrible
Manufactured by
struation, tad did not l.ncw what church at Trementina. which edifice
It is perfectly safe under all circumstances.
the trouble was until the djctui" pro- will probably be completed this sumnounced it inflammation of tlic mer.
It is used by millions of families the world over.
OVttrios, and propowd an operation.
Margarito Delgado returned from
" I felt so wonk and sick tlii;t I felt Los Conchas, where he had been severIt stands highest, as a laxative, with physicians.
sure that I could not survive tho or- al days on a business trip. He reports
deal. Tho following week I read an
If you use it you have the best laxative the
advertisement in tbe pap.-- r of Lvditi that section as having been visited
lo.a-pouone
with
snow
San rnnclics. Cal.
of
heaviest
the
rain
and
K. lMnklmm's Vtictullo
world produces.
in such an cincrp-eneucJ so storms in years, and stockmen are conKr.
LouLtIII.
Nw York, N. Y.
1 decided to try it.
Great was my joy sequently jubilant. Mr. Delgado said
FOR SALE BY ALL LEAPXQ 1HICGGI8T8.
to find that I actually improved alter to a reporter that rain began falling in
taking two bottles, and in tho end I Los Conchas Saturday night, whi'ch
was cured br it. I had gained eighteen
pounds and was in excellent health." continued all day Sunday, turning to
snow In the evening, and yesterday
Miss Ai.w k Haii.fy, !o North Boule-varAtlantn. ia. tSOOO forfeit :f original evening twelve inches of the white
proproving
9f aooot letter
genuineness cannot be
crystals covered the ground. The
duced.
seems to have been general all
The symptoms of inflammation storm the
southeastern section of the served compliment to his ability and tu res, $110.51; balance, $19.20. The
and disoaso of the ovarii) are over
Horsesholng.
The Santa Fe will run personally
a dull throbbing pain, accoin-panir- d territory.
success. Mr. BurBum bns a charming Orpheus entertainers will entertain a
If dissatisfied with your present sho conducted excursions to California triby a sense of tenderness
wife and interesting little daughter, number of citizens with a program of er try Ortiz & Co. 'a expert, who is re- weekly during colonist period, April 1
SANTA FE.
and heat low down In the Hide,
who give a touch of sweet home life rare talent under the auspices of the cently from the cast.
to June 15, 1903. F. L. Myers, agent.
with occasional shooting pains.
to the grim Interior of New Mexico's Library asoclatlon at the Library
The region of pain sometime From the New Mexican.
Flower
festivals
are
Califorheld
in
penal
swelling.
spring
shows Home
Institution.
The
term of the territorial
building this evening.
Notice for Publication.
nia during April and May. Take the
and United States district courts for
(Homestead
Entry No. 4887.)
Mokl
Tea
positively
cures sick head- Santa Fe through tourist cars. ColoIT'S IMPOSSIBLE.
this county and district will be called
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
ache. Indigestion and constipation. A nist rates April 1 to June 15, 1903.
SANTA ROSA.
on Monday, March 2, by Judge John R.
26, 1903.
To Disprove Facts It is Decidedly delightful herb drink. Removes all
McFie.
Early
Notice is hereby given that the folSpring
From La Voz Publica.
Styles,
Knox
Hatsl
eruptions
perof
producing
tbe
skin,
to
Easy
a
Verify
Albuquerque
lynaclo Gutierrez, of Sandoval, and
Mrs. H. H. Alexander has returned
Just unpacked the latest style soft lowing named settler has filed notice
fect complexion or money refunded.
Opinion.
Francisco
Lucero,
of
Alameda,
both
and stiff Knox hats. They
of his intention to make final proof In
from a few days' visit to El Paso.
towns being in Bernalillo county, are
Nothing by way of an Introduction 25c and 50c. Write to us for for free the largest and most completecomprise support of his claim,
Louis J. Marcus was in the city a among
assortand that said
sample.
W.
H.
Co.,
Hooker
ft
Buffalo.
arrivals here and are visiting could be added to the experiences and
few days this week. He Is representN. Y. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. ment of high grade hats ever brought proof will be made before the register
opinions
friends.
given
below,
In
which
.
could
Tucum-cartto Albuquerque. Call in and see them. or receiver at Santa Fe. N. M.. on
ing Gross, Richards & Co., of
Governor Otero received a number crease their value. Albuquerque peo- Briggi ft Co.
Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clo- March 10, 1903, viz.: Joseph Davis, for
ple
of
can safely be left to draw their own
small trees to be set out In the
George Lewis was in the city a few
thier.
the SEvi NEVi, NE- - SE'4 Sec. 32,
STORAGE.
days this week on his way home at capltol grounds. Several of them are conclusions based on such convincing At A. J.
SW4 NWVi. NWVi S . M Sec. 33, T.
Crawford's warehouse on
We are sole agents for the Leggett 9 N. R. 9 E.
Las Vegas. Mr. Lewis Is a tinner cor rare varieties from South Africa. They proof as this citizen offers. What Is North
street,
opposite
John
A.
First
ft
will
steel
set
springs,
every
as
Piatt
be
bed
lacking
soon
out
as
one
In
the
weather there
evidence like this to
He names
nice worker and has Just completed a
guaranteed thlity days' trial and If prove his the following witnesses to
Is seasonable.
satisfy a
doubting Lee's lumber yards.
large contract at Fort Stenton.
continuous residence upon,
not satisfactory your money back
Prof. Charles R. Keyes, of Socorro, Thomas?
McKinley memorial services were
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
Notice for Publication.
price
$5.00.
Also
Duplex
matwho
is
the
making
M.
New
the
Mexico
Mrs.
(M.
J.
School
night
Butler,
J.
Butler,
William Tucker, of Oallsteo, N. M.;
observed at the Methodist church Sun(Homestead Entry No. 4t03.)
tress at $7.50 on the came conditions. Mauriclo Gomez,
day evening. A large number were in of Mines at that place one of the lead watchman In the Santa Fe shops), res
of Oallsteo, N. M.;
Office
Land
at
Fe,
N.
M.,
Jan.
Santa
company.
Futrell
Furniture
of the Idence, 717 East street, says: "When
Anastaclo Sandoval, of Oallsteo, N. M.;
attendance. Able addresses were made ing educational institutions
29,
1903.
o
by C. H. Stearns. Rev. Copeland, W. H. southwest, Is in the capital on official t went to the Alvarado Pharmacy
Nicolas Tenorlo, of Santa Fe, N. M.
Nonce is hereby given that the folfor Doan's Kidney Pills I had an at
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Graves, P. Q. Robbins, Mrs. F. D. business.
Everybody
Albuquerque
ougbt
in
lowing
named
has
filed
settler
notice
A.
Scot
McKeoun, of Pittsburg, Pa., tack of backache. It was only one of
t) to attend our Overstock Sale com- Morse and others.
of
to
intention
final
her
proof
make
in
and a friend of W. H. Greer, of Dem many which had annoyed me for two
menclng Monday, February 16,
Notice for Publication.
ing, who has been In Albuquerque some or three years. At first they were mild support of ber claim, and that said
Bargains to beat the band. LION
Saved Her Child'o Life.
(Homestead Entry No. 4499.)
proof
will be made before the Probate
"In three weeks our chuboy little months for the benefit of his health, Is and I expected they would leave just
STORE.
Land Office et Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
boy was changed by pneumonia almost spending a few days in the city watch as mysteriously as they
Clerk of Bernalillo County, at Albu29, 1903.
came,
but
with
a skeleton." writes Mrs.W. Watklns, ing legislative proceedings.
querque,
N.
M.,
10,
on
1903,
March
viz.:
the passing of time the attacks were
Notice is hereby given that the folNotice of Stockholders' Meeting.
of Plearant City, uhl... "A terrible
Every member of the legislative as more frequent and of longer duration. Jane Hall, for the NEVi Sec. 12, T. 10
lowing named settler has filed notice
cough set in, that. In spite of a good
There
will
be
a
meetstockholders'
3
N., R.
E.
of her Intention to make final proof In
doctor's treatment for ceveral weeks, sembly haa received a sack or two of ( used three boxes of Doan's Kidney
She names the following witnesses to ing of the C. & C. Consolidated Mining support of
grew worse every day. We then used garden seeds from Delegate B. S Pills and was rewarded with an entire
her claim, and that said
Company on March i.th, 1903, at 7:30
prove
upon,
her
continuous
residence
Dr. King's New Discovery for consum- Rodey. The mall received at the Santa cessation of the aching. Up to date,
proof will be made before the Probate
p. m. at the office of L. B. Stern.
of,
cultivation
and
said land, viz.:
ption, aiud our darling was soon sound Fe postoffice from the California flyer and it is considerably over six months
Clerk of Bernalillo County, at AlbuLEON B. STERN, Secretary.
James E. Elder, of Albuquerque, N.
and well. We are sure this grand amounted to
querque, N. M., on March 10, 1903, Tlx.:
sacks and three since I stopped the treatment, there
M.; Mrs. Leila A. Brown, of Albuquern.edicine saved his life." Millions pouches.
Hannah E. Downs, for the SEV Sec.
Just
received
sign
any
eaily
not
a
the
spring
has
been
Knox
of
recurrence."
que, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albuknow it's tbe only Bure cure for coughs
Albert M. Jones, formerly of this
-- v
stiff hats. They differ In various waye 12, T. 10 N., R. 3 E.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 querque,
colds and all lung diseases. All drug- city, but now
M.;
N.
Watson H. Downs, of with the last year styles,
of Seligman, Ariz., is cents. Foster-MilburShe names the following witnesses to
Co., Buffalo, N. Albuquerque, N. M.
the crown Is
gists guarantee satisfaction. 50c, $1.00.
here for a few days. Mr. Jones was Y., sole agents for tho United States.
a little lower and the brim a little nar- prove her continuous residence upon,
Trial bottles free
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
guidon bearer for troop E of the Rough Remember the name Doan's and take
rower. They are the highest grade and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
LAS VEGAS.
Riders and served with the troop no substitute.
stiff hats In the market, $5, but prove
James E. Elder, of Aiouquerque, N.
through the war with Spain. He has
In the long run. Simon M.; Mrs. Leila A. Brown, of Albuquercheapest
the
From the Record.
EffiJVS.nVAL ?VkL$ Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier. que, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albubeen visiting In Oklahoma, and Is now FOr.. 3ALE Old papers. 25 rents per
i
The mad dog scare has subsided.
win.
I
rr.. Vmr.- rrl '. "t'lj
If
,.k Itr.ffH'
on his way back to Arizona.
querque, N. M.; Thomas Hall, of Albusi
Citizen
th
at
offce.
lv
i .Jit .IK.H.L n l .i.i uii
The Misses Collins, who have been
o
querque, N. M.
stopping here for some time past, left
wuhMurrlbhoo.
JslfMiisf,,
A Liberal Offer.
OVERSTOCKED
Month of January Report.
.... ,.i Krfhtsv
t
hI.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
for Albuquerque.
No room for new spring goods!
The undersigned will give a free
The report of the public library for 1 iX rT
riri.i.i .... i .
t.u
Mrs. Garfield Fishburn, Mrs. W. E. sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Will you help us clear the Bhelves
"
OfWHt'l
the month of January, 1903, is as folMonday, Feb. 16. LION STORE.
Crites and Mrs. W. O. Cordon were Liver Tablets to any one wanting a
ttie
persons
visiting the
remedy for disorders of the lows: Number of
numbered among the sick.
The famous little pills.
biliousness or constipation. library, 2,052; adults, 1,551; children,
The present fall of snow Is of Im- stomach,
This
new
is
a
remedy
a
good
one.
and
501;
ficcirculated,
books
283,
Juvenile
mense benefit to the country, though All druggists.
tion 1,020,
278; total, 1,581.
it is feared the loss of live stock will
Fines, $0.55. Amount received from
be greater than now anticipated.
H. O. BURSoM.
new books, from January 11, 1902. to
Th? government thermometer regisand Confirmed Superin- February 1, 1903, $129.71; expend!- tered Bine degrees below zero last
tendent of the New Mexico
night, and the popular remark this I
Penitentiary.
morning was "la it cold enough for
Ftort
you?"
O.
Bursuru was
Holm
jS
Pedro Martinez has
an In- Dodge, Iowa, in 1867. He is tnei?re
junction suit in ;:ora county agaInst still a young man, but his career has
be has a hard enough time. Every- - jj
Jesus Curr; nnd Narc.zo Lucero to
been an eventful one. His boyhood was
thing that the expectant mother
spent
on
was
he
the
thrown
farm
and
trespassing
defendants from
Can do to help her child she should jj
upon
an
resources
to
own
his
obtain
OH lands
belonging to the plaintiff
do. One of the greatest blessings JJ
education. At an early age he was
witii cattle and other stock.
she can give him is health, but to
compelled
living.
own
As a
to earn his
do this, she must have health her- - g
Edward Henry & Co. have adjusted
self. She should use every means Jj
losses at the recent fire as follows: mere youth he went to Colorado and
to improve her physical condition, ft
W. T. Treverton, carpenter shop and there clerked in a store. In 1882 he
She should, by fall means, supply
tools, $275; on lumber and other build- went to San Antonio, Socorro county,
herself with
J
ing materials, $175; Mrs. Curley, where he continued in mercantile purengaged
freighting
for
in
the
He
suits.
5
fences, outbuildings and sidewalk,
United States government for several
$19.50.
Rev. A. M. Lumpkin, late pastor of months and was Interested In the conthe Methodist church of this city, la struction work of the Atlantic & Panow located at La Cananea, Mexico, cific railroad. Thereafter he went into
It will take ber Z
through tbe crisis
the great copper camp, and is said to the sheep business and also agriculeasily and J
be succeeding finely In his ministerial ture. When only 27 years of age, he
quickly. It isa
was elected sheriff of Socorro county
labors at that point.
liniment which
Pete McCoy, of Bisbee, Ariz., is stop- and filled the office so successfully that
gives strength
ping in the city for a few days, and is he was reelected by the largest maand vigor to tbe J
o
displaying some elegant specimens of jority any candidate ever received for
muscles Com- unIn
county.
was
office
It
that
that
tnon sense will 9
copper ore. Mr. McCoy is on bis way
IS
isnow you
to New York to confer "with capitalists der his regime as sheriff that Socorro
bethat the
In regard to taking up a large section was freed from desperadoism and
stronger the IS
county
of valuable mineral lands near Bisbee. came the peaceful,
muscles are,
F. A. Manzanares, who recently re. that it now is. In November, 1898, Mr.
see
which bear tbe to
maby
large
a
strain, the less J
turned from Ojo Caliente, Taos coun- Uursum was elected
jority a member of the legislative counpain there will be. Z
ty, where he was the guest of
A woman living in Fort Wayne, J
Antonio Joseph for six weeks, re- cil, and there proved as useful as he
Ind., says: " Mother's Friend did
ports from fifteen to twenty guests had been in other spheres of life, he
wonders for me. Praise God for
there all the time and few leave with- being responsible for some of the best
to
your liniment."
out obtaining the relief sought from legislation on the New Mexico statute
Read this from Hunel, Cat.
books. He has served four years as
" Mother's Friend is a blessing-- to P
superintendent of the New Mexico penwomen who undergo nature s J
all
-itentiary at Santa Fe, has placed that
ordeal of childbirth."
on a firm and successful
institution
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS busines basis, has enforced a stricter
to
Get Mother's friend at the
cure dyspepsia ana all disorders aris- discipline ami made it a model penal
drug store. SI per bottle.
V
ing from Indlgest-on- .
Endorsed by phyTHE BRADMELD REGULATOR CO.,
sicians every where. Sold by all drug- Institution, of which New Mexico has
Depot.
Opposite
Fe
Albuquerque,
New
flexictiS
gists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial every reason to be proud. His reAtlanta, Ca.
package free by writing to W. H. Hook-e- r appointment to that position by Govfrr llliiktrmlMl book, " Befor
out
lot
prompt
ft Co., Buffalo. N. V. J. H. O Rlelly ernor Otero and Its
confirma!)!' burn."
LWrlU
ft CO., and B. H. Brlggj ft Co
tion by the council Is therefore A de- -
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best family laxative
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Bee the Prices See the Goods.
Single buggy harness T,.OQ to $20.00.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
915.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles, if. 00 to $40.00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blarkets, etc., etc.

Thos F. Keleher
Albuquerque

406 Railroad Ave

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
njVi West Railroad Avenue.

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON
BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

Wedding :Oake

:a : Specialty

We desire patronage, and we
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N.

C07

M.

d.

fifty-thre-

J. A. SKINNER
Dealer in

Staple and

n

Fancy Groceries
206

WEST KAILROAD
AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N. M
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
SANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT,
LARGE
SAMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN

fi." iI

o

PLAN

V

"

GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.

Railroad Time Tables!

5

KLU

(Intellect

Nov. 1.1902.1
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, M ex. ft Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. 8, California Limited .... 10 : 60 u.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No, 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:65 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
, No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
1,
No. California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. S, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 3 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive dally.
Local freight No. 99, going aouth,
carries passengers.
F. L. MYERS, Agent

P
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Visit the Navajo Blanket Headquarters ol&dt

Mother's
Friend.

THE HYDE

It

EXPLORING EXPEDITION

!

and

J

ACKER'S

the Largest Stock of Indian Goods in
Existences We Supply the World.

205 South

First Street

f
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MAKES DDODFR DIET!
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

PLEASING

I

?!

tA

I

BEGINNING MONDAYFOR ONE WEEK

1 I

A. A. Uiikr. Snntn Fe d
at Trinidad, la nn Alhuqui
T, E. Farr. n big sheep buyer ot
(.ireeley. Colo., instill in the territorial
r,.pia,,ir u MW,., mined, if
metropolis.
,Mssji,0, to g.'t tho papers regularly
special olll'i'r of tln t() the m,brrllipr. if he has to
.1. It. Hiown.
Santa Fe. with headquarters at
a,.t.nipnny each new carrier on his
Junta, la in tin' city.
Iionte, anil carry along a base liall bat
Charles V. I'hrey, a jeweler of ("in-- to he used .in the discharged
.rs of "de gang" who have threatened
Ohio.. ii In the city, and made
the acquaintance of Jeweler Maynard the new hoys with dire vengeance for
taking their jt.lis.
this morning.
The students of the fnivcrsity will
There will he literarv service in St.
at a Washington's birthday
entertain
So
3:
toinort..w. vni.nn:il church at
celebration a Perkin's hall, l.btary
row. Key. E. J. Cook, or Wehuyervme
Saturday evening. Febru
N. Y , will aUi bold services on Sun l.uibliuir, on
a hundred Invitations
21.
ary
About
day.
IfHUed by 111.' students to
have
been
Temperance
ChrlKtian
The Woraa.ru
These shoes are made of the best fibered
school girl's
union will hold a mothers' meeting their friends. The high
leather leather that will never get hard,
Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock, at the basket ball team, the Minors basket
ball team and nil the seniors of thu
4 South Arno
home of Mrs. Downs,
never hurt the feet and always remains
high
school will be among the guests
street.
soft and pliant, making a thoroughly resocial function. From what is
at
this
Miss' s Sarah and Elizabeth Haskell. known of the entertaining talents of
liable shoe for general wear. They have
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Henry
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OPEN HANDED METHODS
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good,
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Mariam Sanders, pleasant people of
Embalmers
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Trinidad, Colo., who were passing
Lock Into Klemwort s mrke on
20 Years' Experience in this City
through the c ity en route home from t
North Third street He has the nicest
Mexico.
fresl meau in the city.
DOCTOR CONNOR, OSTEOPATH.
W are sola agents for Wheeler A
North Second St
W. L. Harris, of the Cabinet saloon.
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Wiison sewing machines. Albert
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block of business houses of that town
physiology of the human body. Nothing succeeds like success.
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children, t!5c; for misses', 85c, and for TRANSFER
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Times. At tho public library building,
for the benefit of the library, tonight.
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At Temple Albert, corner of Hold
avenue and Seventh street, regular
services will be held Friday evening
Men's exta heavy Corduroy 1'ants
at ".45. Musl-- will be rendered by
Wurrunied
niaile
Union
Miss Braitliwaite
and Mrs. Israel.
never to rip
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quality
Mr. Simon Stein will read the services
These excellent stones are of the
You'll,
Youths' anil Hoys' long corduroy
anil IU v. W. J. March, of the Congre-rationood.
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all
small,
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some are
chur n of this city, has kind-lPant s Union imule Warfor
them.
pay
you
all
worth
find
them
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Men's

mem-cinnat-

1

c0 K
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ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE WOriKINGMAN
WILL BE PLACED ON SALE AT EXTRAORDINARY
PRICE
CONCESSIONS.
PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS ON

j

Colt Skin Shoes

.".

I

MEN'S SUITS AND WORKING TROUSERS
All $18, $20 and $22 Suits, Pay
Day Special
All $12.50 and $13 Suits, Pay
Day Special
All $10 Suits. Pay Day Spec-

gJ5
glO
$8

ial
All $1.25 Working Gloves.
All $1 Working Gloves
All 50c Working Gloves

Hanan

at

$-4-

$5.50

and

Pay
All $4 Worsted Pants,
Day Special
83
All $3 Working Pants, Pay
Day Special
All $2.50 Working Pants, Pay
Day Special
$1.75
"-$-

$1.00
75
40

.

.

$0

Shoes

Med. Weight $1.23 Underwear

90

.

Men's

$3

Working

Shoes at

$2.
R. P. Smith $4 Shoes at

$3.

a suit.
Men's Fleeced $1.50 Underwear, $1.25 a 8ll'L
Men's Merino $2.50 Underwear, $1.90 a suit.

25
25
45

Men's 2 for 25c Hose, . pair for
Heavy and light weight Caps
Men's Working Shirts, all styles, at

Men's

WLjlaaaa

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

L3.

J L BELL & CO.

E, I. POST & CO.
WHOLESALE
HARDWARE

Special Shoe Sale...

Sun-nysid- e

da-ic- e

These are BargainsLook

T.

at Them!

Muensterman

--

Nails, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
and Bale Ties, Roofing Iron, Bar
Iron, Iron Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
Steam Fittings, Brass Valves,
at the Lowest Prices
ttf

An-dru- s

ENGINEERS' and MACHINISTS' SUPPLIES

one-thir-

'

1

201-21-

1

R

...

Corduroy
Rants,

TO ALL OLD FRIENDS!
""

mmmmammmmmmm

Having accepted the position of
Manager and Pharmacist with
S. Vann and Bon, the "Postal
Pharmacy," 1 cordially invite
you to come in and see me in
my new position.
J. R. M ALETTE

Bright, Clear, Well Cut!
fut

I

V

UNTIL MARCH

come.

UNION-MAD-

SHIRTS

E

We have a full line of working
and dress shirts from

SOo

Boy'

Calf hoot

1

i

IE.

91. SO
hO0

L. Washburn
A.

19Q3

in Our Window

sball Kive a discount of tO per cent on all
Diamonds, and JJO per cent on Silverware,
Watches. Cut Glass, etc. Presentation of
this "ad" will secure to you the discount.

we

h

s

to 91.25

Wolkovor 93. OO

The earner boys of The Citizen have
bicll supplied With whistles, which
they are supposed to use at every res'.-(nee at whlcii they deliver a paper,
will do this office
ami the biibs'.-ribera favor if they report any failure of
the boys to leave papers. Several of
the old carrb-,- 3 got so Impudent, not
only to the i ity circulator w hen he
would ask them a civil question, but
would even curse the subscribers because they made complaint, that it
became our duty to discharge tin m.
The new boy are getting acquainted
with the routes, and In a few days
everything will move along merrily.

1,

t'ue of
Fine Mechanical Tools
Have You Seen That

We Also l urry a Lars; Sto k of

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware
THE DIAMOND PALACE
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
RAILROAD AVENUE

Lb::

J

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120

WEST GOLD AVENUE.

